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ABSTRACT

This study exarnined British junior school studentsr

rnetacognitive knowredge about expository writing and the
relationship between this knowledge and writing
performance. Four students (two underachievers, two

average) were interviewed about their metacognitive

knowledge regarding the expository writing process and

text organízation. Subjects also composed two types of
expository text (compare/contrast and explanation). The

students participated in a five month intervention
program, Cognitíve Strategy Instruction in Writing
(csrvü), designed to teach cognitive strategies in writing
expranation and compare/contrast text. The intervention
consisted of four phases; text analysis, modelting of the

text structure, guided writ,ing and an independent writing
phase. Resurts indicated an increase in metacognitive

knowledge and an improvement j_n the writing of
explanatory text for all students. rmprovements r¡¡ere also
noted in the compare/contrast writing performance of one

underachieving and one averag:e student.
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Chapter J-

Nature of the Study

september, l-985 marked the beginning of the Nationat
vtriting Project in Great Britain. Twenty local
authorities in England and wales, of which l-o began to
participate in september i-985 and t-o in september, LgB6,

T¡rere invited to participate in the investigation of
different aspects of the writing'curriculum. As cited in
changing Practice (i-991-), the aim of the v[riting project

was:

to develop and extend, within the broader field of
language skiIls, the competence of children and

young adults to write for a rang:e of purposes and a

variety of audiences, in a manner that enhances

their growth as individuals, their powers of self
expression, their skill as communicators and their
facilíty as learners. (p.6)

The five major areas of concern v¡ere r-) writing and

learning, 2) curriculum continuity, 3) personal and

social- development, 4) the school- and its environment and

5) pre-vocati-onal interests. concepts such as writing for



real purposes and a variety of audiences were explored as

rras increasing the childrents repertoire for different
kinds of writing. !,iriting across the curriculum was

encourag'ed and fostered. This teacher-Ied, classroom-

based project continued over a 3 year period and was the
basis for much of the methodological, theoretical and

practical framework of the writing component of the

National- curriculum which was introduced in England and

üiaIes in 1988. This strand of the currícuIum stresses

teaching writing as a process and focusing instruction on

a variety of text structures. The National_ CurricuJ_um,

Articte 10.33 states children should be helped to: 1)

reread their writing as if they vrere in the intended

readers place, 2) revise, redraft and proofread, and 3)

find suitable ways of organizing non-chronological

writing such as descriptions, explanations, and

arguments. Vlithin the context of this new National
Curriculum, therefore, this study explores the written
products and the knowledge English junior school children
have of the writing process and expository text
structures. How to teach children to be effective writers
of expository text is also of particular interest.
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The purpose of this study is to determine:

r") what knowredge low-achieving and averagie English
junior schoor children have about expository text
structures,

2) what knowledge low-achieving and averag:e English
junior school chil-dren have of the writing process,

3) whether an intervention strategy (cognitive strategy
rnstruction in vrriting) designed to teach a specific text
structure wil-l increase the metacognitive knowledge of
low-achieving and average Engrish junior schoor children,
4) whether strategies for writing explanatory and

compare/contrast composj-tions which v/ere emphasized in
the instructional interventj_on (Cognitive Strategy

rnstruction in writing) wirl be evident in the guarity of
the postintervention writing products.



Statement of the Probl_em

Expository V'Triting and the Role of Text Structure

!'Iriting is no longer viewed as a Iinear process, but

as a number of recursive, overlapping subprocesses. An

expository writíng model presented by Hayes and Flower

(1-980) describes an expert writerrs composing process as

a form of problem solving. This model is based on an

analyses of the writing protocols of high school and

adult subjects over a 2 year period. Hayes and Flower

suggest that there are three writing subprocesses

consisting of planning, translating and reviewing. Their
research indicates that these subprocesses are recursive
in nature.

The planning subprocess involves a variety of
activities such as setting goals and defining the

audience, determining the content, generating ideas and

organizing them in a related manner. The translating
subprocess incrudes culling and arranging the ideas to
form a plan and translating the ideas into print. stein
(1-986, p.228) describes this process as finding: rtways of
representing nonverbal concepts in verbal form. il The

reviewing subprocess involves evaluatinq, revising and
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editing. The writer monitors the success of the d.raft in
meeting goals and plans. The draft may be modified to
refrect the needs of the audience as werr as the writerrs
goals.

competent writers appear to possess self-reguration
strategies for directingi memory search and are selective
in the information they use. However, novice or
inexperienced writers have more difficulty with idea
generation and spend less tirne planning than skilled
writers. rt appears great cognitive effort is involved in
generating content. Bereiter and scardamalia (t-986)

propose that novice writers implernent a rrknowledg,e

telling rr strategy similar to brainstorrning whereby

writers generate everything they know about a topic with
little or no attention paid to the overall organization
of the text or categorization of ideas. As a result,
their writing becomes more rinear as each idea activates
the next.

Problem solving strategies are very important to
self-regulation, especially during the reviewing stage.
Novice writers may l-ack knowredge of problem solving
strategiies, may not realize their text is inadeguate, or
may not know when to apply strategies to solve writing
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problems.

Throughout the writing process, a writerrs j_nner

dialogue is very important. Se1f-talk is seen as

significant to self-regulation for arl writers (Daiute,

L985). Through arl the writing subprocesses, the mature

writer employs self guestioning strategies; for example,

when planning questions are raised about the purpose and

audience. vühen drafting, the writer asks if appropri-ate

signals are being provided to the reader and when

reviewing, poses guestions regarding clarity.
Research on expository wríting is a relatively new

area of emphasi-s in the erementary school. Most of the
research j-nto expository writing instruction tends to
concentrate on older, more experienced writers at a high
schoor or college level. There has been comparatively
littre investigat,ion into the inforrnational writing of
young children. Although a conmon research approach

involves the comparison of expert and novice writers, in
regard to children v¡ith special learning needs, the field
narrows even further. only a few researchers have

Íncruded learning disabl-ed or underachievers as subjects.
These students are of particular interest to this
investigator. Bereiter and scardamalia (Lggz) state that
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learning to write does not simply reguíre special
knowledge and skills added to those of oral language

ability, but reguires a conversion from relying on a

conversational- partner to developing a language system

that is capable of functioning autonomously instead of
interactively. Espin and Sindel-ar (l-988) suggest that
research with novice writers may offer insight into the

difficurties that learning disabled r,vriters or under-

achieving students may experience. vüith these chÍldren in
mind, two additional areas of writing research will be

reviewed next: 1-) the role of text structure and 2) the

importance of rnetacognitíve knowledge.

Expository discourse is based on the organization of
superordinate and subordinate details. In lgg4, Meyer

defined 5 types of text structure as being:

f-) compare/contrast,

2) seç¡uence/chronological,

3) description,

4) cause/effect or antecedent/consequence and

5) response or problern/solution.

Knowledge of text structure is seen as criticar in the

organj-zation of text. Three conclusions have developed as

a resurt of prior research in the area of text structure.
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First, text structure knowledge is associated with
achievement, both in reading comprehension and

composition. vtork on the rore of text structure in
composi-ng suggests there is a positive rel-ationship
between knowredge of text structure and writíng abirity
(Hirlocks, l-986). some researchers have examined. the
types of text structure that chirdren find the most

difficult. Englert and Hiebert (i.g94) found that students

in grades 3 to 6 were able to master descriptive forms of
writing, but writing compare and contrast text was one of
the most difficult tasks for them. Thus writing
performance is directry infl-uenced by the type of text
writers attempt to construct (Englert & Hiebert, LgB i

Englert & Thomast 1987).

Children with special learning needs seem to have

particuÌar difficurty with the org'anization of text.
Englert, Raphael, Fear and Anderson (1999) found these

children have problems deciding not only about the
overall presentation and ordering of ideas (conforming to
a text structure) but, in addition, the categorizing and

labeIling of related Ídeas. such children tended to
g'enerate and write low-tever random detairs rather than

develop an organizational plan in which to present



information.

Metacognitive Knowledge and lfriting Competence

The role of metacognition in the writing process has

been at the centre of research conducted by Raphael,

Englert and colleagues. paris, Lipson and wixson (1983)

suggest three types of knowledge are subsumed under

metacognitive knowledge. These three types of knowredge

are declarative, procedurar and conditional. Decl-arative

knowledge ís described as information about the
structure, audience and the goals of the task. rn other
words knowing that writing consists of various
subprocesses and activities. procedural- knowledge

describes the rrknowing hoü¡rr or the strategies writers use

to accomprish their goa1s. Finally, conditionar knowledge

involves the Itknowing when and whytr or the actual
imprementation and appropriate use of strategies during
the writing process.

Englert, Raphael, Fear and Anderson (l_9gg) found

metacognitive knowledge hras positively correl_ated with
students t written performance. Further, Raphae1, Englert,
and Kirschner (l-989) examined the changes in upper

eLementary school studentsI metacognitive knowLedge as a
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result of participating in instructional programs that
emphasized the rore of text structure knowred.ge in
providing a communicative context for writing. Resurts

indicated that, with instruction, students demonstrated

heightened metacognitive ahrareness of the writing process

as well as improvement in the guality of their writing.

Summary

Knowledge of the writing process, knowledge of text
structure and metacognitive knowledge arl pray vital
roles in the expository writing process. Further,
Raphael, Englert and Kirschner (t_986) in work with upper

elementary school children, and Englert et aI (l_9BB) in
working with learning disabled students noted the
children had difficulty in:

i-) sustainj-ng their thinking about topics,
2) organizing their ideas,

3) monitoring their texts,
4) using writing strategies to produce coherent

texts and

5) developing sensitívity to audience need.s.

Therefore to be effective, teachers need to address these

needs. New instructional strategies have just started to
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appear in the literature in the past 5 years. ïn a review
of the riterature on the composing ability of children
with learning disabilities, Nehrcomer and Barenbaun (1991)
point out that a very smal' group of researchers have
dominated this specific area of study. A number of
authorities have developed instructi_onal training and
strategy teaching prog'rams. Englert et ar- (r-991-) found
that a comprehensive expository writing program they
developed entitred cogni-ti-ve strategy rnstructi_on in
vtriting (csrvt) improved the overall writing quality of
learning disabled and non-learning disabled students.
Graham et al (L992) found a planning and writing strategy
had a positive effect on rearning disabled students essay
writing performance and knowJ-edge of the writing process.
rn addition, Graham and Harris (r-989) found a strategy
designed to faciritate the generation, framing and
planning of argumentative essays had a positive effect on
learning disabled studentsr writing performance. As
littIe or no research has been conducted in this area by
independent authors, Newcomer and Barenbaum suggest that
there is a need to replicate research in this area. This
study, therefore wirr examine the effecti_veness of one of
the programs recently developed by EngÌert, Raphael and
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associates, cognitive strategy rnstruction in writing
(csrw) . This i-s a comprehensive proglram that has been

effective with learning disabled students. For
comparative purposes, students of average abirity wirl
arso be included as subjects. A case study approach to
investigation wilr be carried out to provide an in depth
understanding of the studentsr responses to the
intervention.

Hypotheses

Based upon previous research findings, it is
expected that initiall-y, the more able (average) students
in the study wirl demonstrate a greater ahrareness of the
writing process, and knowledge of text structure j_n their
compositions than the lower achieving students. As a

result of the intervention, it is anticipated that the
expository writing of alr of the students wilr improve in
terms of guality and text organization. Further, the
students will articulate a greater understanding of the
writing process, and. demonstrate increased metacognitive
knowledge.
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Overview of the Studv

Previous work with cognitive strategy rnstruction
in writing (csrw) examined the effects of instruction
with normal achieving and learning disabled students. As

these children were of particular interest, a case study

approach rnras adopted to allow for an in depth analysis of
the studentsr progress and participation throughout the
study. Due to lirnited space at the schoor, four students,
ranging in age frorn 9 to 11, Ì^/ere sel_ected by the
crassroom teacher. Two rraveraget students functioning
within the National curriculum revels expected for their
chronologicar age and class placement, and 2 children
functioning at least 1- Key stage berow the range expected

for their chronological age and crass placement hrere

selected.

Based on the previous research, it hras estimated

that a minimum of 20 sessions woul-d be reguired to
implement the cognitive strategy rnstruction in vüriting
program. The csrw Program was conducted in a smarl group

situation twice a week. Due to extra tine reguired for
school holidays, special events and the pre-post
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assessments, the study required five months to comprete.

Activities inctuded modelling of the writing process, and

examining text structure features and key words. strategy
instruction focused on helping students with pranning,

drafting and revising, and using a think sheet format.
The lesson plans followed the same format as the study

conducted by Englert et aI in L991,/92.

Definitíon of Terms

The terms to be used in this study are operationally
defined in the followíng manner:

Text Orcranization

Expos j-tory writing the ability to explain
provide ínfornation about a topic. The writer
expository text must have the knowledge of the ways

which the text can be structured or organized.

Text structure - the organization of superordinate
and subordinate ideas or information in an predetermined

structure to convey meaning.

superordination - is the reration of main ideas to
detail statements, which provide elaboration of the main

ideas.

or

of

in
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compare/contrast a text structure in which 2 or
more topics are cornpared according to their likenesses
and differences on one or more attributes (Englert &

Hiebert, L984).

Explanation a text structure that specifies the
attributes or characteristics of a selected topic (e.g.,
object, person, animal) (EngJ_ert & Hiebert, L}BA).

Metacoqnition and fts Facilitation
Metacognition - oners knowl-edge concerning oners own

cognitive processes or anything related to them (Fravell,
1976, p.232).

Metacognitive interview response ratings:
High-knowredge responses are those that accurately

describe or explain the component of the writing process

targeted by the guestion;

Medium-knowledge responses are those which reveal
some knowledge of the writing process but miss out

criticar components of the process as targeted by the
question; and

Low-knowledge responses reveal a 1ack of
understanding of the component of the writing process

targeted by the guestion.

Procedural facilitation refers to the ways
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teachers ease the executive burden of writing in some

particurar respect. Any reduction in the cognitive
demands of a task that permits learners to make furrer
use of the knowledge and skills they already have.

Scaffolded instruction Three features of
scaffolding instruction are r-) the instruction takes
place in a coll-aborative context between the learner and

the teacher, 2) the teacherrs assistance allows the
student to operate in the rrzone of proximal developmentr,

defined by vygotsky, as the area between what the chird
can accornprish independently and the lever at which the
child reguires assistance to complete the task, and. 3)

the gradual withdrawal of support is necessary as the
student develops more competence because the final goal

is comprete independence as the learnerrs knowredge is
internalized (Beed et aI I LggL).

The National curricururn is divided into four Key

Stages.

Key Stage 1_ pupils enterj-ng year l_ a maj ority
reach age 6 during the school year;

Key Stage 2 - pupils entering year 3 - a majority
reach age I during the school year;

Key Stage 3 - pupils entering year 7 a majority
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reach age t2 during the school year; and

Key Stage 4 - pupils entering year 10 - a majority
reach age 15 during the school year.

English in the National curriculurn consists of 3 profile
components f_) speaking and 1istening, 2) reading, and

3) writing. Attainment targets for each of the three
components are used for reporting purposes. The

attainment targets stress the importance of knowledge of
the writing process. The foltowing examples represent
statements of attainment:

a) produces a range of types of non-chronorogical writing
(level 3),

b) discusses the organization of his/her own wríting;
revises and redrafts the writing as appropriate,
independently, in light of the discussion (teve1 4),
c) writes in a variety of forms for a range of purposes

and audiences, in ways which attempt to engage the
interest of the reader (Ievel 5).
Student Achievement

The term, low-achiever, describes a student who is
functioníng 2 or more l-evel-s berow the range expected by

the National Curriculum.

A normal achiever is a student functioning within
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the levers expected by the Nationar curricurum. Reading,

writing, receptive language and reasoning measures

indicate that performance is within the average range

based on the studentrs chronological age.

Learning disability - students so laberled as a result of
assessments comparing intellectual and. achievement

measures showing that a) intellectual ability is within
the average or above average rang.e; b) there are

significant discrepancies between expectancies based on

intellectual functioning and academic achievement; and c)

there is no evidence of mental retardation.
Learning disabilities is a generic term that refers

to a heterogeneous group of disorders manifested by

significant difficulties in the acquisition and use of
listening, speaking, reading, writing, reasoning r ot
mathematicar abilities. These disorders are intrinsic to
the individual and presumed to be due to centrar nervous

dysfunction. Even though a learning disability may occur

concomitantly with other handicapping conditions or
environmentaL influences, it is not the direct result of
those conditions or influences (National Joint committee

for Learning Disabilities I j_g97).
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Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

The focus of writing research has changed

dramatically as the emphasis on writ,ing in the school

curricula has received more attention. This attention has

shifted from studies of written products to studies
examining' studentst composing abilities and the writing
process. lvhat writerst think about and the decisions
writers make have been a particul-ar area of interest. rn
L97I, Emig pioneered the think-aloud as a means of
studying how writers compose - what wríters say they are

thinking about while actually writing.
However, the research on expository writing is a

relatively nehr area of emphasis. Most of the research

ínto expository writing instruction tends to concentrate
on the oJ-der, more experienced writer at a high schoor or
college level. There has been comparatively 1ittle
research examining the i-nformati-onal writing of young

children. A conmon research approach invorves the
comparison of expert and novice writers. rn the area of
chil-dren with special learning need.s, the field narrows
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even further, as onry a few researchers have incruded

learning disabled children or chirdren who are considered

to be under achievers in their work. However as Espin and

sindel-ar (1-988) suggest, the results of research with
novice writers may offer insight into the difficurties
that J-earning disabred writers or under achieving
students may experience. I,{ith these children in mind,

four areas of rerated research Ín writing will be

examined :

1) the writing process,

2) the rol-e of text structure in expository writing,
3) the importance of metacognitive knowledge, and

4) instructional interventions.

The ?üritínq Process

Vüriting hras once viewed as a task whereby oral
language was simpry recorded on paper. However, in recent
years, the difficulty of this shift from conversation to
composition has been recognized. Bereiter and scardamalia
(L982) state that rearning to write does not sirnply

reguire speci-aI knowledge and skills added to those of
orar language ability, but reguires a conversion from

relying on a conversational partner to developing a
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functioning
autonomousry instead of interactively. whereas orar
language product,ion is dependent upon input or cues from

a conversational partner, in writing all supports and

external cuing systems are removed.

The writing process is considered to be a highly
complex cognitive process. Marzano (1991, p.563) describes
writing as rt one of the most taxing cognitive acts
because it naxinizes the load of information that must be

maintained during its execution., The number of decisions
that are made during writing and the interdependence of
these decisions makes writing a very difficurt cognitive
process.

Further, writing is no longer viewed as a 1inear
process, but consisting of recursi_ve, overlapping
subprocesses. Arthough several writing moders have been

developed, one of the most widely respected models is an

expository writing moder developed by Hayes and Fl_ower

(l-980). This model is based on an analysis of the writing
protocols of 'tcompetent corlege students, over a 2 year
period. The Hayes and Flower model describes an expert
writerrs composing process as a goar-directed. form of
problem solving. The writer establishes and sorves a
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series of subproblems in an atternpt to convey the
intended message. These subprobrems include decisions
regarding such issues as form, structure, and mechanics.

Marzano (1991) suggests the ronger one is engaged in the
writing process, the greater the guantity, the more

interdependency is effected and the more decision-making
is based on increasingry numerous and complex conditions.

Hayes and Flower suggest there are three writing
subprocesses consisting of planning, translating and

reviewing. Further, these subprocesses are recursive in
nature. The planning subprocess invorves a variety of
activities such as setting goars and defining the
audience, determining the content, generating i_deas and

organizing them in a related manner. Further, Hayes and

Flower indicate that when planning, there are at reast
four knowledge sources invorved. These knowledge sources
include:

f-) knowledge of the writing purposes and goals,
2) knowledge of the topic,
3 ) knowledge of the text structure g'enre or
organizationat patterns, and

4) knowledge of probrem sorving strategies when plans are
found to be inadequate.
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Research on planningf as a subprocess. fn the
planning subprocess, the purpose of writing and the
intended audience have a criticar impact on both the
writing process and the product. rn addition, the purpose

of writing affects the ideas generated and the form in
which the ideas will be communicated. Flower and Hayes

(1977) concluded that expert writers keep the reader in
mind when generating ideas and pranning. Flower carrs it
reader-based prose. competent writers appear to have

strategies for serf-directed memory search and are

serective in the information they use. rt appears great
cognitíve effort is invorved in generating contentr âs

novice or inexperienced writers have more difficulty with
idea generation and spend less tirne planning than skilled
writers (Scardamalia & Bereiter, j_986; McArthur & Graham,

l'987). Graham and Harris (i-989) cite previous research
that has shown both rearning disabled and normal

achieving students spend 1ittle time planning prior to
writing. Specifically, they noted that on average

children with learning disabirities spent less than one

minute on planning between the examinerrs instructions
and the physicar start of the writing activity. Further,
scardamaLia and Bereiter (i"982) concruded that novice
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writers lack effective memory search technigues and

benefited from externar prompting. Engrert, Raphaer, Fear

and Anderson (1988) interviewed students after they had

completed a writing activity and found that they had far
more knowledge avairable than e/as present in their
written texts. However, the students seemed to lack the
strategies to access and select the informati_on

independently. Graham and Harris (1989) arso noted that
children wíth learning disabirities had difficulty
generating, framing and planning text. Their evidence
also suggests the problems that learning disabred
studentsr experienced with content generation v/ere due to
diffículty expressing their knowredge, not with the lack
of knowledge. Graham (cited in Graham & Harris, l_9g9)

found simply encouraging students to frwrite morerl

increased output dramatically.
students with learning disabilities have difficulty

with goal setting. Graham et al- (1992) worked with
learning disabl-ed students who r¡rere poor writers and

introduced a strategy structured around the goal setting
process. Results indicated that there sras an increase in
pranning time and that students used an increased
repertoire of planning and writing strategies.
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specifically, forrowing instruction, students appeared to
plan both in advance of and during writing. Armost arl of
the essays generated after instruction included
additional details and i-deas that vrere not incl_uded in
the preplanning notes. Further, the posttreatment essays
were two to three times longer, contained twice as many

structurar elements, and were judged to be qualitatively
superJ-or.

The

transÌating subprocess incrudes culling and arranging the
ideas to form a plan and translating the ideas into
print. stein (r-986, p.228) describes this process as

finding rrways of representing nonverbar concepts in
verbal form.rr rn general, novice writers are not
selective in the use of generated ideas in that they
cannot irnagine discarding anything that would fit the
topic. Bereiter and scardamalia (1986) propose that
novice wrj-ters implement a rknowledge te1língn strategy
that consists of a brainstorming technigue whereby

writers generate everything they know about a topic with
little or no attention to the overall organization of the
text and the categorization of ideas. As a resurt, the
process of writing for novices becomes a more ]inear
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task. Each idea activates the next idea. Flower refers to
this as writer-based prose because novice writers do not
think about the reader while they are writing. They

appear to be more concerned with the text.
Research on reviewinçr as a subprocess. The reviewing

subprocess involves evaluating, revising and editing. The

reviewing process allows the writer to refrect on the
draft without the burden of generat,ing the entíre
structure. The writer monitors the success of the draft
in meeting goals and plans. The draft may also be

modified to refrect the needs of the audience as well as

the goals. Problem solving strategies are very iinportant
to self-regulation, especiarly during the reviewing
stage. students may lack knowledge of probrem solving
strategies, may not rearize their text is inadeguate, or
may not know r¡hen to appJ-y the strategies to sorve the
problem. Engrert et aI (i-989) found that learning
disabred children had less knowledge about the processes

rerated to rnonitoring and revising text on the basis of
text structure than row and high achieving students.
Engrert and Raphaer (l-989) argue that this may be due to
the l-ess skilled writers' inabirity to distance
themseLves from the text and read the text as a naive
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reader' the inability to distinguish rerevant from
irrelevant information, and the inabirity to anticipate
the needs of the reader.rn a discussion of writing, Dyson

and Freedman (199r-) suggest that novice writers tend to
revise at a word rever, while expert writers make globaI
revisions. scardamaria and Berei-ter (i,ggz) argue that
childrenrs difficulty with revision may be due to the
cognitive difficulty experienced with language production
in which they are required to switch from generating text
to assessment. They propose that chirdren cannot
rrdecenterrr or distance themserves from what they have
written in order to revise they lack an internar
feedback system. scardamaria and Bereiter developed a

technique they carl procedurar facilitation to provide a

routine for switching between generati-on and evaluation
for use by chirdren in grades 4t 6t and g. procedural

facilitation help hras defined as rsupports intended to
enabl-e students to carry out more complex composing
processes by themselves, ( scardamalia & Bereiter, :,986l
p.796) - A follow-up interview reveared that arl the
children berieved the routine assisted them in an

evaluation process that did. not normarly occur in their
writing - to evaluate their writing closery and attempt
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to revise it. Further, the study revealed the children
al-so had difficurty vrith the diagnosi_s and remed.iation
aspects of the revision process. That is, the students
v¡ere not able to explain their writing probrems clearly
and hrere unable to remedy those problems. rn addition,
when compositions vrere compared, the revised versions
vrere not preferred to the originals.

summary. The índependent nature of the writing
process, and the number of decisions reguired throughout
the recursive writing subprocesses contribute to the high
degree of cognitive difficulty experienced by novice
writers- Expert writers, or1 the other hand, are familiar
with their topic, text structure, purpose and necessary
problem solving strategies. Novice writers often lack
these knowledge sources when planning, translating and

revising text. Research has shown that novice writers do

not employ effective memory search technigues, and may

use a knowledge telling strategy rather than be selective
regarding the inforrnation they wish to communicate. often
revision is at the word, rather than the idea lever.
Novice writers seem to have difficul_ty switching from a

generation to an eval-uation mode.
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Text Structure

Expository discourse is based on the organization of
superordinate and subordinate details. rn L9g4, Meyer
defined 5 types of text structure as being:
1-) compare/contrast,

2) seç[uence/chronological,

3) description,

4) cause/effect or antecedent/conseç[uence, and

5) response or problem/solution.

Knowledge of text structure is seen as critical
throughout the writing process. rt is therefore an
i-mportant aspect of the planning process as writers can
use certain guestions and key words to assist with the
organization of their ideas and information. For example,
when planning a compare/contrast text, the usuar-
guestions addressed are rlrlhat is being compared and
contrasted? on what? How are the concepts alike and how

are they different?" The explanation text structure
addresses guestions such as: what is being explained?
vühat materiar-s are needed? and lrlhat is the procedure?
During drafting, the text structure being used influences
the key words and phrases selected. These key words and
phrases act as signars to Lhe reader. Key words such as
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signal words for a compare/contrast text structure
pattern. Key words for an explanation text structure
include such signals aS : It f irstn , lnextr! , llthirdrr , and.
t'finallytt. I^Ihile editing and revising, the clarity and
accuracy of the information are judged partly on the
basis of the text structure.

Three generalizations are evident as a resurt of the
research in the area of text structure. First, text
structure knowledge is associated with both enhanced
reading comprehension and the quarity of compositions.
some researchers maintain students may lack the reguisite
knowledge about text organization to compose and

comprehend expository text. lrlork on the role of text
structure in writíng suggests that there is a positive
relationship between text structure knowledge and writing
ability (Hiltocks, 1986). sguire (r-9s3) and Barlett
(cited in Taylor & Beach, Lgg4) found that instructionar
experience in expository text organization aided
comprehension and composition. Further, carner and
Gillinghamrs (LgB7) work with 5th and 7th grade studentsl
knowredge of text structure concluded that the use of
text structure reguÍres direct instruction as students do
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not intuitively consider the structurar properties of
text when reading and writing. In addition, Raphael,

Englert, and Kirscher (i,996) found teaching students

about expository text structures had a positive infruence
on report writing as well as on content area composition.

Taylor and Beach (l-984) found some support for their
contention that attention directed to text structure
during reading may help students organize their summary

writing, suggesting that text structure appears to be an

irnportant conmon erement in both the comprehension and

production of expository text. Birnbaumrs study (cited in
Taylor & Beach, 1-984) suggested that an understanding of
expository text as a whore and the relationship among

superordinate and subordinate ideas is necessary to write
cornpetently.

The second generalization stemming from text
structure research suggests that chirdren have difficulty
creating a globaI text structure, indicating that
knowledge of text structure appears to be deveropmentarry

acguired (Brown & Sniley r Ig77; Englert & Hiebert, i,g}4ì
Bereiter & scardamalia, l-986). Finalry, some researchers

have examined the types of text structure children find.

the most difficurt. Englert and Hiebert, (1,984) found that
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students made the greatest gains in the acguisition and

mastery of descriptive forms of text structure as

evidenced by gains in the guality of their writing from

grades 3 to grade 6' Compare and contrast texÈ was one of

themostdifficulttextstructuresforstudentstomaster

in this study. These findings were supported in research

by Raphael, Englert, and Kirscher (l-986) who found that

compare/contrast T^Ias one of the most dif f icult text

structures for upper elementary school children to

compose. compositions requiring sequence or explanation

tend,ed,tobetheeasiest'Incontrast'Richgels'McGee'

Lomax and Sheard (Lg87) presented evidence that

compare/contrast was found to be one of the more salient'

text structures for sixth grade students' Thus the

researchindicatesthatwritingperformanceisinfluenced

by the type of text structure the writer attempts to

construct (Eng1ert & Hiebert ' Lg84; Englert & Thomas'

],e87 ) .

Children with special learning needs seem to have

particular difficulty with the organization of text' An

analysis of compositions written by learning disabled

students (Graham & Harris' 1-989) revealed that the

compositionsofsuchstudentsd'idnotadeguatelymeetthe
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purpose' conventions and features of the genre reguired'

Itappearedthattheuseofgenre-specificknowledgeand
theorganizationofrelevantinformation!{aSlimited.

Englerteta](].988)foundthesechildrenhaveproblems

deciding about the overall presentation and ordering of

ídeas (conforming to a text structure) as well as

categori zing and' Iabelling related ideas' children tended

togenerateandwritelow-]-evelrandomdetailsrather

thanuseanorganizationalpatternonwhichtostructure

the information.

Summarv.Knowledgeoftextstructureappearstobe

critical in the writing process' When planning a

composition,thisknowledgeassistswiththeorganization
of ideas and information. At the revision level, clarity

andaccuracyareevaluatedpartiallyonthebasisoftext

structure.Researchhasshownthatthereisapositive

association between text structure and writing ability'

Furtheritappearsthatdirectinstructionintheuseof
text structure is reguired as novice writers do not

consider text structure while composing' Of the various

text structure forms, compare and contrast appears to be

themostdifficu].tforstudents.Further,investigations
haveshownthatchildrenwithspeciallearningneedshave
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particular difficurty with the organization of text.
Therefore it wourd appear that direct instruction in the
use of text structure would be advantageous for these
children.

Metacognitíon and the Vtriting process

F1ave1l (1,97 6 , p.232) def ines metacognition as
rrone I s knov¡ledge concerning one I s o$rn cognitive processes

and products or anything related to themr!, and.

rrmetacoglnitive knowledge consists primariry of knowledge

or beriefs about what factors or variabres act and

interact in what ways to affect the course and outcome of
cognitive enterprisest (Flavell , i-97g, p. gO7). Brown

(L978) breaks metacognition into two components: the
av¡areness and control of factual or declarative knowledge

necessary to comprete a specific task, and the ar¡rareness

and control- over the necessary processes or procedural

knowredge to complete a task. ,A$¡areness and controlrl
refer to the executive monitoring of knowledge. paris,

Lipson and Irtixson (i-983) expand that notion and suggest

three types of knowledge are subsumed under metacognitive
knowledge. These three types of knowledge are

declarative, procedural and conditional. Declarative
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informati-on about the
structure, audience and the goars of the task. rn other
words '!knowing thatrr writing incrudes the various
subprocesses and activities. procedurar knowledge

describes the rrknowing hor¡¡rt or the strategies writers
would use to accomplish their goars. Finarly, conditional
knowledge involves the rrknowing when and whytt or the
appropriate use of the strategies actuarly impremented

during the writing process.

Marzano (1991_) stresses that a key component of the
Hayes and Flower model of the writing process is the
monitoring that exerts executive or metacognitive control
over the component processes. Further, the key to
metacognitive control- of the task is goal setting and the
establishment of subgoals. Bereiter and scardamalia

(1'982) have shown that childrenst metacognitive control
over goars can be irnproved by giving then verbar prompts

about possible next steps in the writing process as they
ttthink aloudrr.

The role of metacognition in the writing process has

been at the centre of research conducted by Raphael,

Englert and colleagues. Englert, Raphael, Fear and

.A'nderson ( l-988 ) found metacognitive knowledge v/as
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positively correlated with students t written performance'

Theycomparedtheresultsofametacognitiveinterview

with students' written products using compare/contrast

and exptanation structures and found that students with

learningdisabilitieshlerelessawarethatnormal

achieving students of modelled writing strategies, steps

in the writing process, strategies for presenting

expository ideas and the use of organizational

strategies. Further, Raphael, Englert' and Kj'rschner

(1-989)examinedthechangesinupperelementaryschool

students' metacognitive knowledge as a result of

participatingininstructionalprogramsthatemphasized

the role of text structure knowledge and the

communicative context of writing. Results indicated that

with instructional intervention students demonstrated

heightenedmetacognitiveawarenessaswellasirnprovement

in the gualitY of their writing'

Wong, Wong, and Blenkinsop (1989) examined the

metacognitivestrategi-esofstudentswithlearning
dísabilitiesinrelationtotheirabilitytowrite

informational text. They found that their writing !ìIas

lessc}earandlessinterestingwithmoremechanical

errorswhencomparedtothewritingofnormalachievers.
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They concluded that students with learning disabilities

appear to be less farniliar with writing tasks and less

a\^rare of the importance of planning and audience needs.

It is evident that throughout the writing process'

a writerrs inner dialogue is very important. Self-ta1k is

seen as important to self'regulation for all writers

(Daiute, l-985). Through all the writing subprocesses, the

expert writer employs self-guestioning strategies. Vthen

planning, guestions are raised about purpose and

audience, for example. lvhen drafting, the writer asks if

appropriate signals are being provided to the reader, and

when reviewing, the writer questions the clarity with

which ideas are expressed-

Englert and Raphael (L989) suggest that there are

four instructional problems that irnpede the development

of self-regulation. There is often a failure to establish

a literacy promoting environment in which students write

for meaningful purposes and real audiences. second,

instruction in the writing process is often separated'

from the content in which it is applied. As a result, the

stud,ents may learn isolated skills without the knowledge

of where and how to apply these skíl-Is. Third, there is

insufficj-ent attention to the development of the
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students' conditional knowledge about writing. Finally,

instructional procedures tend to be procedural rather

than dialogic. These authorities, therefore, suggest that

writing instructíon should provide opportunities to

enhance studentsr executive control. In his l-986 review

of writing research, Hillocks stated that in order for

writing instruction to have a powerful effect on

students t thinking, instructional activities must provide

for interactive discussion regarding problems encountered

during the composing process and result in a high level

of student autonomy. vüithout metacognitive knowledge,

students remain dependent upon others to tell them what

to do. Hillocks argues that the most important knowledge

is procedural. vtriters must be a\¡¡are not only of the

recursive nature of the composing process, but also

specific strategies for the production and transformation

of data for use in writing.

summary. Metacognitíve knowledge has a key role to

play in the writing process. The accornplished writer must

have declarative, procedural and conditional knowledge -

knowledge of the writing subprocesses and activities and

also appropriate knowledge regarding the use of

strategies to accomplish writing goals. Therefore
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classroom instruction must províde opportunities to

develop both knowledge of the writing process and

strategies in order to foster student independence.

fnstructional Interventions

New instructional strategies for teaching writing

have just begun to appear in the literature within the

past 5 years. Englert, Raphael and Anderson (1992)

suggest that ef fect j-ve writing instruction is

characterized by four features that emphasize:

1) the development of students I declarat j-ve,

procedural and conditional knowledge,

2) dialoguing or conferencing during the writing

processes,

3) the provision of scaffolded instruction, and

4) writing as a collaborative, rather than a

solÍtary activity.

Furthermore, based on a review of studies in which

strategies and metacognition were taught to children,

Winograd and Hare (1988) cited in Paris (l-991) identified

these features as being key components in effective

remedial instruction. Englert et aI cite that together,

these features form a ttsocially mediatedrr approach to
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instruction. The importance of the first two features has

been addressed. At the instructional level, scaffotding

and teacher modelling of the appropriate vocabulary and

language used in the writing process of a mature writer
is seen as critical. Instruction must provide an

opportunity to make the invisible aspects of the writing
process apparent to the novice, or developing writer.
Effective strategy instruction is based on scaffolded

instruction. Beed et al (L991-) describe three features of

scaffolded instruction. First, the instruction takes

place in a collaborative context between the learner and

the teacher. This is akin to Vygotskyts suggestion that
social interaction leads the childts development forward

(Bayer, L990). Second, the teacherrs assistance allows

the student to operate in the rrzone of proximal

developmentrr, defined by Vygotsky, as the area between

what the child can accomplísh independently and the level
at which the child reguires assistance to complete the

task. Third, âs the student develops more competence,

gradual withdrawal of support is necessary because the

final goal is complete independence as the learnerrs

knowledge becomes internalized. However, Cazden (l-988)

cautj-ons that while the scaffolding metaphor is static,
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the process of teaching and learning is dynamic.

Therefore both the teacher and the student must build a

support structure that meets the learnersr needs. The

teacher should provide for a variety of interactions
during writing instruction.

One way the classroom teacher can scaffold
instruction is through procedural facilitation
(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1,986) which cues strategy use

and reduces the trexecutive demandsrr of the task. In this
way, students appear to gain procedural knowledge of the

criteria which influences their independent writing
(Hillocks, 1986). À form of procedural facilitation
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, L982) ernployed the use of cue

cards to assist students with revision decisions. fn

addition, Englert and Raphael (l-989) describe the use of
ttthink sheetsrr as prompts to cue writing strategíes for
the writing subprocesses.

In a review of the literature on the written
composing ability of children with learning disabilities,
Newcomer and Barenbaum (L99l-) state that there is a

paucity of research pertaining to the effects of

instruction regarding the development of the use of text
structure and the production of coherent compositions.
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They also point out that a small group of researchers

have dominated this specific area of study with

intermediate age students. Graham and Harris (1-989), and

Englert, Raphael and their associates (1991) have all
developed instructional training methods and programs.

Three studies conducted by Graham and his associates

involved intensive strategy training designed to help

writers remember the steps in the writing process. Graharn

and Harris (l-989) found a strategy designed to facilitate
the generation, framing and planning of argumentative

essays had a positive effect on learning disabled

studentst writing performance. Sixth grade students hrere

íntroduced to the components of a good essay and taught

a three step strategy for writing. Modelling and think-
alouds $/ere used to introduce four types of self-

instruction (problem definition, planning, self-
evaluation and self-reinforcement). Results showed

substantial- increases in the average number of functional

essay elements as well as increased prewriLing (planning)

time and higher coherence. In 1989, Graham and Harris

extended this study to a comparison of children with

learning disabilities and normal- achieving students using

a story granmar format with similar results. In addition,
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strategy had a positive effect on learning disabled

studentsr essay writing performance and knowledge of the

writing process. Englert, Raphael et aI (1991-) showed

that a comprehensive expository writing prog:ram'

Cognitive Strategy Instruction in Writing (cSIvü) 
'

improved the overall writing quality of learning disabled

and non-learning disabled students.

Cocrnitive Strateqv fnstruction in Writing. Englert

and Raphael (L989) describe csIV[ as rra program designed

to provide an alternative instructional mode based in the

tradition of socially-mediated instruction" (p.L22) . cslvt

has developed from research that initially examined the

use of a single text structure to improve composition and

progressed to learning about text structure within the

context of the writing Process.

Kirschner and Englert (L98g) developed the

Expository Vlriting Prograrn (EWP) as a way of improving

the informational writing of poor readers. Research

showed that the use of EwP think sheets as a basis of

instruction improved the studentst writing. However

teachers using EWP, used the think sheets as a basis for

instruction and did little writing or modelling
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themselves. Therefore, the instructorsr discourse tended

to be procedural with minimal or no emphasis on the

thinking underlying the writing of informational text.
CSI?Í vras developed to improve and expand upon EVüP.

According to Raphael and Englert, Cognitive Strategy

Instruction in Vtriting (CSIlt) was designed to provide

opportunities for making the expository writing process

more visible and accessible to students, and to foster
dialogue among the classroom teacher and the students

about the expository writing process. The process begins

with the teacher initially in control of strategy use and

gradually, through ta1k, modelling and think-alouds, the

transferring of responsibility to the student.

CSII^I focuses on four recurring phases:

1-) text analysis,

2) modelling the writing process,

3) scaffolded assistance, and

4) providing students with opportunities for independent

writing.

In the Raphael and Englert study, writing samples and

íntervier^rs were used to explain the changes observed in:
1-) expository writing performance, 2) metacognitive

knowledge about writing, and 3) the dialogue about the
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writing process and writing strategies. CSI students

made significant gains in their abitity to produce well
organized expository text. There was also evidence of
increased sensitivity to audience, and an increase in the

presence of purpose-setting statements. fn addition, the

students' posttreatment interviews showed a developing

sensitivity to text structure and the authorrs right to

make editorial changes. The investigators concluded that
CSffV did contribute to the active rehearsal and

development of self-regulation, self-taIk and active
experimentation with written language.

Conclusion

As chíIdren have limited experience with expository

writing, it is assumed they will have greater difficulty
using expository forms for communication (Cox, Shanahan,

& Tinzmann , 1-99L) . The examination of childrenrs

expository writing is a relatively new and developing

fie1d. Knowledge of the writing process and text
structure as weII as metacog:nitive knowledge al-t play

vital roles in successful expository writing. The

recursive nature of writing implies that classroom

instruction must aLlow for writer flexibility and time
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for the subprocesses to cycle back to each other.
Further, as every writing subprocess is not involved in
every writing activity, students must be aware of the
writing process as a whoIe, its component subprocesses

and where its use is applicable. Therefore, there is a

need to develop the childrents writing strategies and

self-regulating mechanisms so that they can rely on their
own resources. vlork with upper erernentary schoor children
by Raphael, EngÌert and Kirschner (1986), and further
work with J-earning disabled students by Englert et al
(l-988) demonstrated that children had difficulty with
three facets of writing: idea generation, text
organization and metacognitive knowledge.

Newcomer and Barenbaum (l_991-) indicate that mere

practice and the opportunity to write over time are not

sufficient to enable students with learning disabilities
to internalize the strategies necessary to write
effectively. Specific strategy training and effective
teaching strategies are needed to address these needs.

Newcomer and Barenbaum (l_991) suggest replication of
research in this area. Therefore, this study witl examine

the effectiveness of one of the instructional writing
programs recently developed by Englert, Raphael and



associates, Cognitive Strategy

(CSflf) . Childrenrs metacognitive

process will also be explored.

fnstruction

knowledge of
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in Writing

the writing
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Chapter 3

Method and Design

The school in which this study !.¡as conducted is

located in a smalI village approximatety 25 miles

northeast of London in the county of Hertfordshire. The

school consists of 5 classroorns wíth students ranging in

age from 5 to 1l_. There appears to be a very strong

emphasis on activity based learning, technology and

written language. Vüalking into the school, a visitor sees

many, many books that have been published by the

students. These books also form an information resource

for the students. Perhaps the most striking feature of

the childrenrs books is their presentation and format.

Audience appeat is a factor in publishing as not only are

the books very readable, but attractive to the eye'

The following description was recorded during a

conversation with the cfassroom teacher regarding the

within class academic environment and the writing that

takes place in the classroom:

Writing activities take place in just about
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every area of their (studentst) work. For examPle,

in maths, calculations are used to achieve a final

statement. As a result of their investigations, the

children must have a written statement to accompany

it. As a general policy all books must be

readable, even their maths books. The children are

in the habit of having to explain what they have

done in science project work. The writing is

usually based from their experiences. our starting

point is a real experience. The scíence component

of the National Curriculum states the children

should be involved actively 60 percent of the time.

Topic work is a focus so something rl'le are

working on is reinforced in 2 or 3 areas. A lot of

the studentsr language is presenting their ov/n

experience in a practical way. with creative

language, the classroom teacher focuses on a

certain area and a variety of sources are used such

as books, the students own reading, selections the

teacher chooses and the childrents ohrn experiences

so therers a connection - a link between the topic

and the children. Then within that area, the

classroom teacher adds the vocabulary and
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comprehension skillsr language skiIls, etc. For

example the work on the book, The Iron Man came

about when one child was interested in the book and

aII the chil-dren became hooked. Vfe used The Iron
Man to start our first formal debate 3 students

for, and 3 against. Then the children had to think
about their points and how to get them across. At

this dgè, developmentally the children need to know

they have the opportunity to get their point of
view across.

Reading is free reading and supported by the

classroom teacher. The students do book reviews on

a regular basis - oral as well as written reviews.

The children are guite good at telling one another

how they feel about a book. At this stage we need to
refine those critical skills.

Ongoing throughout the year is proofreading and

developing proofreading as a team. The children

read their work a great deal to the teacher, to
one another. A question often asked is rrhow does it
sound? rl

The classroom teacher tries hard to create

situations where the children have an audience. For
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example the class magazine the children started
writing articles for the ne$¡s sheet, the actual
writing goes on durj-ng playtime (recess) . The

children are hooked, âs last year, by selling the
paper for a few pence. They made some money for
their charity fund. This is an area where the

children are free to write about whatever they wish

animal rights issues, green issues. ftrs their
voicer so the magazíne is important to them. The

chitdren cl-uster in groups of their own choosing and

as a team agree regarding the editor position and

the topics. So team work is irnportant.

(February, L993)

Subj ects

Two average and two rrlearning' disabledil students

v/ere chosen to participate in the study to permit a

comparative analysis of the effects of the intervention
on children of different ability. Each of the four
students from Key Stage 3 (see definitions), ranging in
age from 9 to 11, hras selected by the classroom teacher

who was instructed to select: L) two taverage, students

who hrere functioning within the National Curriculum
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leveIs expected for their chronological age and class
placement; and 2) two children functioning at least L Key

stage below the range expected for their chronorogical

age and class placement.

The researcher met with each subject individually to
confirm the teacherrs assessment of the children and

compare academic potential wÍth academic functioning by

analyzing receptive vocabulary and reasoning ability
levels in rel-ation to actuar word recognition and reading

comprehension performance.

Tests administered. The tests $/ere selected because

they represent the standard assessment battery used in
Great Britain. The following test battery was

adninistered individually to each student so that
academic potential and actual reading achievement could

be compared: The Brítish picture Vocabulary Sca1e, which

measures receptive vocabulary and serves as a rough

indicator of intellectual functionirg; the British
Ability Scales - Reasoning Subtest, which measures

nonverbal reasoning' abilities and complements the

vocabulary test as an estimate of intellectuar capacity;
and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability, Revised

British Version 1989, which measures word recognition and
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comprehension performance.

Test resurts. The results of the baserine assessment

are displayed in lab1e L on the following page. In
general, the pretesting confirms that the subjects
identified as learning disabled possessed high learning
potentiar but $/ere not performing academically at their
expected IeveI. Names used are pseudonyms, and the
subjects are ordered in that the performance of the 2

students identified by the classroom teacher as average

is presented first.
All scores on the Nea1e Analvsis of Readincr Abilit'v

h¡ere lower than expected. The fact that students v¡ere

unfamiliar with the format of an informal reading
inventory, and were possibly apprehensive about reading

to the investigator may have affected their
performance.
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Table 1-

Comparison of Potential and Actual Academic Functioning

LeveI

Subj ect Chronological

Age

British Picture

Vocabulary

ScaIes

British

Ability
Scales-

Matrices

william (A)

Matthew (A)

Howard (LD)

Tony (LD)

9.9

1-0.9

l_l_. L

9.1_0

%iIe Rank 60

åiIe Rank 30

?i1e Rank 94

?ile Rank 94

Centil-e 65-67

Centile 31--32

Centile 30-31

Centile 89

Neale Analysis of Reading Abitity

Accuracy Comprehens j-on

rüilIian (A)

Matthew (A)

Howard (LD)

Tony (LD)

Stanine 3

Stanine 4

Stanine 1-

Stanine 4

Stanine 4

Stanine 4

Stanine l-

Stanine 4

9.9:J yearsr 9months

Centile = Percentile Rank

LD : Learning Disabted

åiIe Rank : Percentile Rán-
A: Average
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williarn is the first student listed in the Table.

Estimates of hís receptive language and nonverbal

reasoning hrere found to be within the taveragferr range.

The classroom teacher suggested vrilriamrs read.ing skilrs
were approximatery one year below his chronological age,

although the resurts of the preintervention reading test
(Nea1e Analysis of Reading Ability. t_989), estimated

I^Iillian to be reading approximately 2 years below the
range expected for his chronologicar age. However, based

on the classroom teacherrs knowledge of vüiI1ian and

because his classroom performance r¡/as judged to be within
the Natíonal Curriculum guidelines for his age group,

!üilliam was selected as an taverager stud.ent who might

benefit from the CSIlrf intervention.
The classroom teacher indicated that Matthew, the

second subject, was reading at a leveI that rnatched his
chronological age. During the preintervention reading

assessment, Matthew read fluently and clearly. Although,

the results indicated Matthewts reading accuracy v/as

within the eguivalent age range, his reading
comprehension lever was below the level expected for his
age. Both receptive vocabulary and nonverbar reasoning

estimates r¡rere also within the low average range.
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Matthewrs rower than expected performance revers may be

due to his sensitivity to tasks that were different from

his daily routine. Nonetheless, his revel of performance

appears to be conmensurate with his abirity. Matthew was

selected by the classroom teacher as an !raveragetr student
who night benefit socially from the sma11 group

interaction that would take place duríng the CSfW

intervention.

The preintervention tests results indicated that
Howard and Tony, the two rrlearning disabledr! students

were working berow the level expected both for their
chronorogical age and academic potential. The baserine

assessment indicated Howard !r/as functioning welr berow

his expected Ievel. lühile scores on the nonverbal

reasoning ability task ferl within the range considered

normal, his receptive vocabulary as estimated by his
performance on the British picture vocabulary scales was

in the moderately high range. Despite this potentiat,
Howardrs reading Ieve1 was well below the range expected.

$Ihen asked to read the passages, Howard cringed visibry
and appeared to be very anxious throughout the reading

activity. According to the classroom teacher, Howard

scans for meaníng and avoids reading.
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Results of the preintervention assessment indicated
that Tonyrs nonverbar reasoning skirrs and receptive
vocabulary $rere within the average to moderately high
range, respectively. Hor{ever Tony r s reading revel }ras

berow the range expected both for his chronologicat age

and intellectual capacity.

rn sunmary, Howard and Tony appear to have academic

potentíaI. However they are not performing (in reading)
at a conmensurate lever and therefore for the purposes of
this study could be considered rtlearning disabled.r.

Tests Administered

The assessment devices used in this study consisted
of a) a pre and postintervention test of students'
metacognitive knowledge and b) two writing assessment

measures.

Metacognitive interview. To measure the students'
metacognitive knowledge about the writing process and

their sense regarding how written texts are organized, an

interview developed by Engrert, Raphael, Anderson, and

Fear (1-988) was emproyed. The interview used vignettes
which centred around the writing difficulties of 3

hypotheticar children. vignettes, rather than think
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alouds were used because vignettes provide a more

concrete referent. rt was expected the students would

provide a more detaired explanation of their thinking if
they hrere asked to herp other children rather than
exprain their thinking to an adult examiner. The

hypothetical children in the vignettes r¡/ere given mare

names as all 4 subjects vrere male. As this study r¡ras

examining the expranation and compare/contrast text
structures, the vignettes as werr as the scoring
continuum frorn the Englert et ar (l-988) study \Arere

utilized. some of the material in the vignettes rìras

altered to provide situations that wouLd be familj_ar to
students living in Great Britain. The text of the
vignettes and the interview guestions are presented in
Appendix A.

The first vignette centred on the generation and

organizatíon of ideas for writing reports. The subjects
hrere asked to give advice to a student who had difficulty
with report writing. specifically, the subjects hrere

asked to help the student generate and organize ideas

about a wild animal. The purpose of the second vignette
was to determine the subjectsr knowledge about writing
and editing. The subjects !ìrere asked to evaruate Benrs
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compare/contrast paper on McDonalds and ponderosa (as

Ponderosa does not exist in England, Burger King was used

as a substitute). The subjects hrere then asked to give

Ben assistance in writing a compare/contrast paper on

Engrand and France (the original vignette involved
comparing and contrasting the states of Frorida and

Michigan). The finar vignette explored the subjectsl
knowledge about revision and text analysis. The subjects
were asked to help revise a paper. Their suggestions vrere

recorded directry onto the paper. once again the text was

altered to accommodate the Englj-sh terrninology. rn this
case, the word ttbiscuitsrt rather than tcookiesr hras used.

All interviews hrere tape recorded and rater transcribed.
The criteria for analyzing the studentsr responses are
provided in Appendix B. Appendix c contains the scoring
anarysis of a representative metacognitive interview.

I{riting assessment. To assess the studentsl
composition abirity prior to the intervention, students

hrere reguired to compose 2 papers: one to evaluate
preintervention performance in writing an explanation,
and one to evaruate preintervention performance on a

compare/contrast composition. As the 4 subjects had

completed rnaking a mobile in class, directíons for the
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pre-intervention expranation text structure task asked

the students to explain how to make a mobire. Directions
for the pre-intervention compare/contrast paper asked the
students to consider two different people, places or
things they knew a lot about (e.g., a brother and a

sister, two games) and to think about how these two h¡ere

alike and different.
Following the intervention, the students v/ere

reguired to compose an explanatory paper and a

compare/contrast composition. The students had been

caring for and studying the development of stick insects
and caterpillars in the classroom. Directions for the
post-intervention expranation text structure task asked

the students to exprain how to care for a stick insect or
a caterpill-ar. Directions for the compare/contrast paper

asked the students to compare and contrast stick insects
and caterpillars, and to think about how these two

insects r¡rere alike and different.
The students were encouraged to assume informant

roles and write as if they were 1) experts on the topic
and 2) writing for a naive audience. As the compositions
r¡rere f irst drafts, the students were instructed to
concentrate on putting their thoughts down on paper. The
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criteria for scoring performance using the respective

text structures is presented in Appendices D and E-

Incorrect spelling, granmar and punctuation $¡ere not

penalízed. If the studentsr work was illegible' the

students 1{ere asked to rrread what you have written so I

know what it, saysrr and the examiner provided a written

transcription above the studentsr product'

Intervention

cognitive strategy Instructíon in I/üriting. According

to Raphael and Englert, cognitive strategy rnstruction in

Vtriting (CSIW) is designed to: L) provide opportunities

for making the expository writing process more visible

and accessible to students; and 2) foster dialogue among

the classroom teacher and the students about the

expository writing process. The process begins with the

teacher initially in control of the strategy use and

gradually through taIk, modelling and think-alouds,

transferring the responsibifity to the student. CSIW

focuses on four recurring Phases:

f-) text analysis,

2) modelling the writing Process'

3) providing scaffolded assistance, and
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a) giving students opportunities for independent writing.

There was a focus on the social aspects of writing

including highlighting: l-) the importance of audience in

planning, organizing and editing; and 2) the role of text

structure. Think sheets hlere used to paralIel the

organization and thinking of mature competent writers.

The acronym rrPOWERrr made up the subprocesses represented

by the think sheets Plan, Organize, Vtrite, Edit, and

Revise.

The Plan think sheet (see Appendix F, Figure 1-) s¡as

designed by Englert and Raphael to help the v¡riters

establish their audience, set a purpose for writing, and

access their background knowledge. Questions such as rrVtho

will read this?rr, I'Why am I writing this?rr, rrVlhat do I

know about my topic?rr , and rrHov/ can f group my

information?rr assist the writer in formulating a plan

prior to writing. The Organize think sheet hras a pattern

guide that represented the text being studied (See

Appendix F, Fígures 2 and 3). Graphic organizers and key

words $/ere inserted to assist the novice writers with the

organization of the text structure. The Write think sheet

consisted of lined coloured (green) paper. The coloured

paper was used to reinforce the idea that this first
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writing ttras a draft, and therefore mechanics were not an

issue. The Edit think sheet was designed to be clear and

reader friendly. The purpose of this think sheetr âs

shown ín Appendix F, Figure 4, was to assist the students

in the editing process and help them become ah¡are of the
importance of the reader and the need to clarify
information. Thus the focus of the Edit think sheet was

on content and clarity. The Revise guestions, located at
the bottorn of the Edit think sheet, hrere designed to
assist the writer with the implementation of the

suggestions made during the editing process. Àt this
leveI, the author had control- over the decision rnaking

process. The revisions râ/ere made directly on the f irst
draft. The last step in the process consisted of either
writing the final draft on white lined paper or entering
the final draft into the cornputer.

Procedures. The study procedures consisted of 3

stages 1-) conducting the metacognitive interview and

obtaining baseline writing samples; 2) carrying out the

intervention - the csrvu training period; and 3) obtaining
the post training interview and writing samples. The

metacognitive interviev¡ was adninistered by the

researcher to each student individually in 2 separate
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sessions. Each session hras audio-taped and later
transcribed by the researcher. After the metacognitive
interviews had been completed, the written compositions
were gathered during 2 separate group sessions. The

students wrote the explanation paper during the first
group session, and the compare and. contrast paper was

written 3 days later.
rnstruction in csrvù began in February and concluded

in June, a five month period. The training sessions r¡¡ere

implemented in a smarl group situation twice a week. Each

session was approxirnately 4s minutes in length and was

conducted outside the classroom setting. The lessons
focused on the 4 recurring processes for each of the two

text structures: text analysis, modelli_ng the writing
process, guided writing practice and independent use of
the strategies. The students v¡ere introduced to the
explanatj-on text structure first. The first phase, text
anarysis introduced the students to the types of
guestions addressed in explanatory text, the key word.s or
phrases that act as signal words (such as first, second,

next), and the types of guestions an audience wourd have
about the topic. student writing samples sel_ected from
articles written by Raphael and Engrert were used both to



model the information and as a basis for a think "t"::
di-scussion. The expranation writing samples used as

models are provided as follows:

Monopoly

Do you know how to play rnonopoly? Vtel1, if you

donrt f tl-I show you. Get ready, here hre go.

First, you need to know the materials you need: Game

board, dice, people and money.

Secondly you need people. Up to six people can play
at a time.

Thirdly¡ yoü need to know the steps. you are not
ready to play yet, because you donrt have any money.

You need 2 five hundreds, 2 orte hundreds I z fifi-j_es,
6 twenties, 5 tens, 5 fives, and.5 ones: fl-rsoO.

The way you get the money is if you pass go land on

FREE PARKTNG.

Now you nay begin. Here we go. RoII the dice then
move your piece. ff you land on something you want

to buy, you may. Then you may get a card. If
somebody lands on it they pay you rent. you do not
have to buy if you do not want.
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Finally, you win when everybody runs out of
money.

(p.3e6)

Traveling by P1ane

Are you bored? Then take a trip. ftrs fun-f
did! f was real scared at first but you'l1 get used

to it. First, yoü buy your ticket at the ticket
office. Next you take out all your clothes and see

what yourre going to take. Third, yoü pack what

yourre going to take. Oh, you can only take two

suitcases at a tirne. Then you get on a plane and

sit in the seat yourre assigned to. you can eat on

the plane and do activities. you can only stand up

when the plane is in the air. Last, yourre

there. (p.3e0)

The third expranation sample used to moder the process of
revision and the need for clarity hras written by an B

year old at the research site during the previous year.

Making a double roundabout

By myself f made a double roundabout. I got
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some plastic brick shapes, three double sguares and

screwed them together to make a fIat. The gears you

have to attach to the sguare one with a 1ong screw.

f made shapes going up the roundabout and screwed

it together. Then we screwed the other roundabout

only one square. And f used a short screqr not a

Iong one cause it was too long. To work it what you

have to do is in this hole in the gear you put a

screv¡ in the gear and turn it around. Then it
connects to the other gears and turns around. I
really enjoyed makeing it.

A think aloud discussion addressed guestions regardíng

the clarity of the writing samples and also provided

additional information that may have been necessary as a

result, of unanswered guestions the reader may have had

related to the piece of writing being examined by the
students. For example, the students were asked tllrihat

other Ínformation could have been added to make the paper

more informative, or more interesting?t, rrDid the author

catch the readerrs attention?rt As additional writing
samples of varying guality were used, the students were

encouraged to participate in the text analysis.
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As the students became familiar with the explanatory

text structure and its associated key words, phase 2l

modelling the writing process, !üas introduced. As the
students had been frustrated by the lack of clarity in
the paper, ttMaking a doubte roundaboutrr that was anaryzed

during the text analysis phase, they decided to make a

double roundabout and use their experience as a basis for
writing a group explanation paper. Throughout this phase,

the researcher attempted to articulate the inner thoughts

that occur as one writes. As the process v¡as mod.erled,

the forrowing questions were considered rr!{ho wirl read

my paper?rr, t,I¡lhy am I writing the paper?il so students
hrere aware of the importance of considering audience and

purpose during the planning stage. As the materials and

steps were recalled, the following thoughts were shared:
rrJrlr brainstorm as many ideas as r can. r donrt have to
worry about, using complete sentences or the order of my

ideasrr. students were asked to participate in generating

the materiars needed, and the steps and events that took
place during the hands-on activity. The studentsl
suggestions were recorded without ed.iting the ideas in
any way. Monitoring statements hrere modelled such as ,

How are we doing?rr rtHave qre thought of everything the
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reader needs to have?r and rrtrs oK if we forgot
something. tt t'I'le can come up with more ideas when r¡e draft
or organize the first draftr. At this point, the
researcher modelled how to group the ideas ínto
categories such as steps, materiars, events and purpose.

The Plan think sheet vras then introduced as a

recording device to refer to later as writers cannot

always complete a writing activity in one sitting. As the
Plan sheet was completed, the point was made that the
sheet $/as not a worksheet to be corrected, but a tool
that can herp the author make decisíons about how to
order the notes or ideas, to help and direct the authorrs
thinking, and courd be used as a basis for discussion.
using the Pran think sheet, the brainstormed information
was evaruated in terms of what was important (what to add

and what to omit). The students were also asked to
participate in these decisions. The concept of making an

interesting introduction to rgrabr the readers attention
was introduced. suggestions were taken from the students
to ensure that the introduction was related to the topic
and purpose.

The organize think sheet hras presented as a way Èo

prepare to write a first draft. Decisions were made
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regarding the ordering of information. The key words q¡ere

stressed as an organizationar aid both to the writer and

the reader. The researcher red the group in writing the
first draft and modetred how to take the information from

the organize think sheet to the tfrite think sheet (rined
coloured paper). rt was ernphasized that a first draft was

a signal that the focus is on content and org:anization,
not mechanics and granmar. As the researcher wrote the
first, draft for the group, the modelling continued in
terms of articurating the thinking (nonitoring and

evaluation strategies) that occurred during the first
draft as ideas from the organize sheet hrere written: rrrs

this rnaking sense?rr rrHorÁ¡r does this introduction sound?r!
ItAm I capturÍng the readerts attention?rl

As the students had used a form of explanation text
structure in the class, and seemed comfortabre with the
process, phase 3, guided writing, was introduced. As the
students had just cornpLeted a cr-assroom activity that
reguired an expranation to be written, all students wrote
about the same topic - how to make a pop-up. The students
shared their ideas and experiences in the class as all
the students had made different forms of a pop-up. The

students planned their topics using the pran think sheet
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and later shared their prans with their peers in order to
receive advice, and. feedback. The same format r4ras

followed for the organize think sheet. However the
researcher also emphasized that the think sheets $/ere

simply toors that effective writers use to remind them of
thinking strategies and diarogue. At arl times the
researcher vras availabre to assist the students as they
moved through the process. !{hen the students had

completed their Write think sheet, the Editor think sheet

was introduced by the researcher. using a passage

modelled in a previous resson, the editing process was

modelled using the points of the think sheet as a guide

to evaluating the paper. rn addition the students hrere

asked for their suggestions in terms of organization and.

revision. The student,s were then asked to use the Editor
think sheet on their guided writing papers. Based on the
decisions made at the editing level, revisions were

encouraged and the researcher assisted the students in
naking the revision.

using the compare/contrast structure. once the
students appeared to be comfortable with the expranation
text structure after níne sessions, text analysis of the
cornpare/contrast text structure was introd.uced. The basic
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format and passages v/ere adapted from Englert and Raphael

(l-989). The second text structure hras introduced as

compare and contrast, and the researcher modered one

purpose for writing compare/contrast to convince an

audience that one point is better than an other. The

researcher began by explaining that comparison Í¡as used

often in our daily rives. Much of our decision making was

made as a result of comparing and contrasting two things
to see which was better: for example, whether to rent a

video or go to the cinema. The researcher expanded

further upon the video versus cinema exampre, and

compared and contrasted the two. Terms such as rr
rememberrr, Itr can picturet, and rrr thinkr hrere used to
indicate to the students the type of diarogue that takes
place. The chirdren were invited to state an example of
the last time they made a decision and what they compared

and contrasted. A second reason for using compare and

contrast v¡as then presented to inforrn by comparing

something faniliar with something unfarniriar. An example

was used and the key words such as raliken, rdifferentrr,
rrboth haverr, rrbutrr were introduced. students shared

experiences when they compared 2 things, one that r,ras

familiar to one that was less faniliar. The following
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passage, v/ritten by the examíner, was critigued:
Deep Pan Pizza and pizza Hut

Pizza Hut is a big place it even has an area
for birthday parties and a sarad bar. The kids
always have lots of fun at parties there and end up

playing giames and running around. The children get
balroons and party bags. They have good pizza and

good ice cream too. My favourite is the ham and

pineapple pizza and chocotate ice-cream. Deep pan

Pizza is different. rt doesnrt have a party area.
The only thing r rike there is on Tuesdays you can

eat as much pi-zza as you 1ike for î.Z.gg.

The researcher shared thoughts and reactions to the
passage, with a focus on the purpose and whether the
passage made sense, making comments such as ,r think the
author is telling about 2 different placêsrr, nThe clues
are in the titlet', ttr wonder s¡hy he is writing this
üIhatrs the purpose?rr, rfThere are clues to terr us itrs
compare/cont,rast titre with 2 things mentioned, the
word tdifferentr is used.. Then the students v¡ere guided

through a discussion of the guality of the passage in
terms of 1-) identifying what r,ras compared and contrasted,
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2) identifying features on which they were being compared

and contrasted, 3) using key words and phrases

appropriately, 4) describing both similarit,ies and

differences for the features named, and 5) generar

interest 1evel and audience appear. The students v/ere

asked to share their ideas as to how the paper could be

improved. The same procedure ü¡as repeated with the
following passage excerpted from Raphael and Englert
(r_eeo).

Bats and Owl_s

My story is about bats and owls. Most animals

are awake during the day but bats and owls sleep

duri-ng the day and eat at night. The difference
between the two are bats sleep in a cave with many

other bats they sleep upside down owls live in
trees and if they tried to hang upside down they
would fall off.

(p.388-38e)

Two countries were selected to compare and contrast
in phase 2, modelling the writing process. using the pran

think sheet as a tool, the researcher began by nodelring
the generation of the topic and perceived audience
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stressing that the audience could be anyone from one

person, to thousands of peopre (rike the peopre who write
for newspapers). Establishing the purpose was stressed as

one of the most important parts of the planningr âs when

writing a compare/contrast the author must decide if the
purpose is to convince your reader or compare something

that is unknown to something that is known. For the
purpose of the lesson, canada and Engrand were used. The

following point v/as made: r. . .might have to remind

yourself often of the purpose as it frames the way you

write and think about your paper whether yourre
convincing or informing.rt rdeas known about the topic
!üere brainstormed and the ideas rrrere grouped into
categories such as geography, Ianguage, climate, people

and money. once again, freguent reference hras made to the
various strategies such as ,rrrl brainstorm as many ideas

as r canrr, ttr dontt need to use comprete sentences at
this stagert, rrHave r thought of everything the reader
needs to know?rr. The organize think sheet hras then
introduced. The students hrere taken through the thinking
process as werl as the need to reaffinn the topíc and the
purpose. Decisions T¡rere made regarding the categories and

the supporting details to use in terms of sinilarities
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and differences. The students were red through the first
draft writing process using the ltrite think sheet
folrowing similar dialogue as in the expranation text
structure activity.

Group composition. The same format was followed to
write a group paper using compare/contrast. A group

decision was made as to the purpose of the
compare/contrast paper. The researcher acted as a scribe
as the students moved through the writing using the plan,

organize, and lfrite think sheets. The same guestions and

sÈrategies were posed by the researcher as in previous
sessions. The students then entered the guided writing
phase. once again the topic hras of their own choosing as

the students wrote a compare/contrast paper forlowing the
same procedures that were carried out during the previous
guided writing phase using an explanation text structure.

The remainder of the sessions focused on the
students gaining independence and writing two papers, one

on each form, for publication using both an explanation
and/or compare/contrast text structure. The stud.ents were

encourag'ed to use the strategies more automatically,
although the researcher continued to model and provide
ongoing feedback whenever necessary, based on the
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individual needs of the students.

Forrowing the csrw training period, a posttraining
metacognitive interviehr !/as conducted with each subject
individuarry. The intervie$r hras tape-recorded and rater
transcribed for analysis. upon completion of the
interviews, the student,s vrere asked to write an

expranation paper and a compare/contrast paper following
the same procedures as the pretraining writing
assessment.

Scorinq Procedures

Alr protocors hrere scored first by the investigator
and then by a second rater who v¡as trained by the
investigator. The second rater is a quarified teacher who

has additional training and experience in the area of
specific learning difficulties.

Metacognitive interview. The responses from the
metacognitive interviesr $¡ere divided into 2 categories -
knowledge of the writing process and organization. Based

on work by Englert, Raphael and Anderson (1,gg2) the
guestions directed at the studentrs knowledge of the
writing process focused on 5 writing activities: 1) the
writing process used when composing a paper, 2)
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recognition of the value of modeled writíng strategies
for generating, grouping and organizingl expository ideas,
3) procedures for managing and presenting sets of
expository ideas in a paper, 4) monitoring the
compreteness or adeguacy of a paper, and 5) revising
expository compositions. The organization questions
measured the studentsr abilities to: r_) suggest
strategies for organizing planned ideas, z) use

categories as a basis for generating, organizing and

labelling ideas, 3) transrate ideas into text by
following a text structure pran and providing signal
words to the reader, and 4) use text structure in
monitoring and revising incomplete texts. see Appendix B

for details.

The audio-taped responses were transcribed and

praced on a continuum ranging fron high to low knowredge

responses. High-knowredge responses were defined as those
that accuratery described or explained the component of
the writing process targeted by the question and given a
score of 3. A medium-knowredge response !,ras one which
revealed some knowredge but missed out critical-
components and received a score of 2, and a I0w-knowledge

response revealed a lack of understanding of the
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component targeted by the question and was scored as 1.

The pre- and post-íntervention interviev¡ response scores
for each subcategory and totalled according to the two
major categories lrere compared to determine if an

increase in metacognitive knowred.ge was evident.
!,lriting. As with Englert, Raphael , Fear and

Andersonts work, each cornposition was read and assigned
a prirnary-trait score (Mu11is, 1980). Four primary trait
scores were rated for the explanation compositions. The

papers v¡ere scored based on the presence of the fol10wing
traits: a) clear introd.uction, b) presence of the
requíred number of steps to devel-op a clear explanation,
c) use of key words, d) consistent use of explanation
structure (introduction, seç[uence of steps, concrusion) .

Each primary trait received from o-3 points for a maximum

of L2 points. For the compare/contrast papers, five
primary trait scores vrere rated on a scale of 0-3 points
for a maximum of l-5 points. The traits evaluated were: L)

identification of the two things being compared and

contrasted, 2) description of how the two things are
arike ' 3) description of hov¡ the two things are
different, 4) use of key words, and 5) use of a

compare/contrast organization consisting of introduction,
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similarities, differences and conclusion. A detailed
scoring guide for the explanation and compare/contrast
paper is provided in Appendices D and E.

As described, each measure was scored separately by the
researcher and an independent rater. Irihen the scores vrere

not in close agreement, the raters discussed their
reasons for assigning a certain score with the goal of
reaching a consensus, if possible. Reliability hras

carcurated by dividing the number of agreements by the
sum of the number of agreements prus disagreements

(Engrert et â1, t-99r-) . The resultant relíabirity of
scoring was 9O percent agreement.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Results and Discussion

Bearing the research hypotheses in mind, the
analysis of the data is present,ed using a case study
approach based on a comparison of the studentsr pre and

post,intervention writing samples, and. the studentsl
responses to the pre and postintervention metacognitive
interviews. Throughout the csrl^I int,ervention, student
comments, participation, and ongoing writing r{rere al_so

documented to support the findings. Alr writing samples

contain studentst original spelling and mechanical

errors. Pseudonyms are used in reporting the case study
data. víillian and Matthew r¡¡ere selected as ,âverags'

students who were functioning within the National
curricurum levels expected for their chronologicar age

and crass placement. Hovrever, the classroom teacher fert
that the two boys might benefit from the intervention
program. Howard and Tony were serected by the crassroom

teacher as students who were functioning at least i_ Key

Stage below expected l_eve1s.

Based upon prevj-ous research f indings, it was
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expected that initialry, the more abte (average) students
in the study wourd demonstrate a greater awareness of the
writing process, and. knowledge of text structure in their
compositions than the lower achieving students. As a

resurt of the intervention, it was anticipated that the
expository writing of al1 of the students wourd improve

in terms of text organization. Further, the students
would articulate a greater understanding of the writÍng
process, and demonstrate increased metacognitive
knowledge.

The Two rrAverager Students

Case l- - William

Although lrlirtian is one of the youngest boys in the
crass, he is physically large for his age. The classroom
teacher described lfirliam as developmentarly young as al-I
skills were at an early stage of development. vthile
perceptive and strong in areas of mathematics and

technology, there was a mismatch between !,iilrianrs
aspirations and actual skill revel. The classroom teacher
stated that I{il1iam had difficurty organizing his
thoughts prior to writing and felt !ùilriam found an

experíential activity on which to base his writing
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herpful. Irlilriain has been involved in a handwriting
program to assi-st with letter formation. I,rtii_riam does not
cross the letter rrtr when writing and such an omission
hampers the readability of his work.

Based on lVitliam, s

responses to the preintervention metacognitive intervíew,
lvilliam disprayed a moderate understanding in arr areas
regarding the organization of writing, and in alr but two
areas of the writing process. specificarry, !üilriam's
description of the steps invorved in the writing process,
and his ability to monitor the compreteness or adequacy

of a paper indicated a low revel of knowledge. However,

followi-ng the csrw intervention, all responses were rated
to be within the medium to high knowledge range. The four
specific areas of improvement were:

r-) steps of the writing process. As indicated
earlier, prior to the csrl{ intervention, vüiIIiam stressed
the type of informati-on to incrude in writing reports
rather than the processes invorved when writing. His
approach concentrated onry on actually writing. rn
contrast, the postintervention response described the
writing process as frbrainstorm. . . organize them
(ideas)...put them in sentences and then write it...edit
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it by looking at the speech marks, exclamation
marks...write it out again in your bestr. rn contrast to
preintervention awareness of writing as a process,
!,rillian seemed to be more aware of prewriting activities.
Further, vtil-liam was developing a sense of editing and

revision, although he tended to concentrate on the
mechanics rather than the guality of ideas when editing.

2) Revising - vüirliam deveroped an av¡areness of the
need to examine a composition at the idea level. The

postintervention response referred to the need to look at
each one of the ideas and lrthink if there needs to be any
changes and then rewrite itr.

3) Monitoring compreteness or adeguacy - rnitiarly,
lüil]ian did not appear to have a strategy to monitor the
adeguacy or completeness of a paper. However the
postintervention responses revealed that IrIilliam rearized
that the writer had control over the decision regarding
when the ideas have been exhausted.

4) use of a text structure to monitor and revise
text Prior to the csrw sessions, !,Iilliam !ìras able to
use a text structure to monitor the adeguacy of a sample

cornposition. But he reguired great support to in the use

of text structure to offer additional detairs. However,
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his responses to the postintervention interview described
a process for revision. For example, Vüilliam hras able to
suggest attributes, indicated that the details could be

put into sentences and then grouped into paragraphs.

write about McDonalds, and then he can say what

kinds of food. . . put in another parag.raph, that
McDonalds has a party area,... then say how cheap

they are-..This is how the price is different for
each prace. The price is differen-t for McDonalds

and Burger King...
comparison of pre and postintervention explanatory

writincr. The following paper was written as a follow up

to a classroom activity. Throughout, the school, the
students have been encouraged to use the following format
to record scientific activities:

What I tried to do

Vühat I used

Vthat r did

lVhat problems f had

vtilriarn used the classroom format for recording the
information:

Preintervention Explanation Sample

rnaking a mobile
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what f tried to do

was to make a rnobile out of oragrmei

what I used

dowling 2 2}cm t_ 3Ocm and some string
what I did

r got the string and cut it Eo 20 cm and tied ít on

to the 30 cm then r cut some string to 7 cm twice
the r atched the string to the 30 cm at the end of
it then t'ight it to the zo cm then r made some

oragai modales that waight the same then r tight
the string to the oragmai then to the 20 cm dowling
on aÌl the shaps

what problerns f had

the problems was the oragrmai shaps would not
balrance sohr vre put prasterseen around the rníddre.

(February, l_993 )

Even with the use of the classroom format, lrlilliam had

difficulty controlling the explanatory text structure.
Although he had stated the purpose for writing in the
tit1e, and. included some steps, only rthenrr was used as
a signal word. An uninformed reader wour-d have been

challenged to make a mobire folrowing üiilriamrs
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explanation as the paper racked sufficient detail_.
Although the directions to the students directed them not
to be concerned with spelling and mechanics, will_iam's
lack of punctuation and spelring harnpered the readabirity
of the paper.

rn contrast, the forlowing postintervention
expranation sample included all of the characteristics of
the explanation text structure but failed to convey all
the details necessary.

Postintervention Explanation Samp1e

this is how you look after stickinsects.
first you buy some stick insets.
next you find some brambre because the stickinsects
eat brarnble.

then you shoud put the brambre in water. because

you wood have to keep changing the leaves.
Finally you shoud crean thern out every L-2 weeks

other wíse the cage wood get dirty.
(June, 1993)

A crear statement regarding the purpose, and increased
use of signal words such as r! f irstrr , flnextil , ¡rthenr! 

r

andughrrfinallytt assisted the reader in forlowing his
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expranation. Although ÏVilliam rs paper racked crarity and

details, he demonstrated a greater ar^rareness of the
audience needs. He did make an attempt to add supporting
details, for example, the importance of using nbramblerl

and I'keeping the bramble in watern.

"o*p.ri=or of pr" rrd po=tirt"*"rtior-,
cornpare/contrast writing. The directions given to the
students prior to the preintervention writing activity
asked the students to compare and contrast two people,
two praces or 2 things. That is, to terl how the two
things were the same and how they were different.
williamts cornposition reflected a possible
misunderstanding of the task. As indicated in the
following paper, vtilliam selected an unusual topic
(fishing and adventure stories) to compare and contrast:

Preintervention Compare/Contrast Sample

things like
fishing & avencher storyes

things like
when you go fishing you sit down and wait for a

bite and when you read you donrt make a lot, of
noise because you have to be guite other wise you
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T/,rood friten the fish atray. when you read avencher

storyes you some times canrt put the book down rike
fishing if you have got a bite.

how they are different
you donrt uses bate in advencher storyes

(February, l_993)

Although a creative piece of writing, Irlilriam appeared to
have difficulty controlling the text structure as

characteristics and details hrere onitted. For example,
the topic v/as not clearry stated, and the reader needed
to infer the authorrs purpose for writing. rn addition,
the word rtliker appeared to be misused to denote a

sirnilarity between fishing and adventure stories. I,rrilliarn
also used subheadi'gs, a technique sinirar to the
scientific classroom format described earrÍer, to herp
hirn organize his writing by separating the sirnilarities
and differences between fishing and adventure stories.

Following the csrvü sessions, the postintervention
compare/contrast writing sample showed improvement. rt
incruded some, but not ar1, of the characteristics of the
compare/contrast text structure as irl-ustrated in the
following:
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Postintervention Cornpare/Contrast Sarnple

r think moths and butterflys are difference and

alike- the difference ways butterflys are turnal
and rnoths are nocturnal. Butterflys fly in rike the
wave shape so when the birds try to eat them they
donrt get eaten. vrhen moths fly at night because

there wings are dark so when it Ís night thet are
cameoflage.

The Life cikle
The caterepilers hatchess and eats the reaf its on.
The caterepirers gos on to another leaf and eats
ir.
every g-g weeks the caterpilÌere goes threw an

instare and changes its camouflage.

The caterpluere goes threw 7 instares
The caterpluere spins a cackcokn for 6 weeks.

The butterfly coms out of the cockcokn.

Then the butterfry mats and the rife sikle begns

again.

(June | 1993)

Although ÛIilliam attempted to inform the reader of the
topic in the first sentence, the word rrdifference, v/as

used inappropriatery. willian attempted to share a great
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deal of information, however he hras unabre to exprain
clearry the differences between butterflies and. moths.
Further, the reader needed to infer that the information
about the life cycle was a detailed description of a

sinilarity between the moth and butterfly. crearry,
willian requires additional guided writing opportunities
to use the compare/contrast text structure. He is unabr_e

to adhere to the compare/contrast organizational format
when writing independently.

csrlri intervention. Throughout the csilv sessions,
williarn! s contributions r^/ere limited. Although attentive,
he was very guiet and rarery initiated comments. During
the text anarysis phase, wilriam responded appropriately
to guestions, and. made suggestions regarding the need for
supporting detairs, signal words and the accuracy of
infornation presented in the sampre texts. At times he
seemed to detach hirnself from the activities and avoided
eye contact. rn contrasL, vùilliarn v/as more vocar during
active learning situations.

rnitially, during the guided writing phase, !{irliarn
did not appear to appreciate the varue of the pran and
organize think sheets. Arthough he used the plan sheet to
generate ideas, he did not refer back to the pl_an sheet
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when organizing his thoughts. wirriam may have stored his
ideas in working memory and did not require the
information from the plan think sheet t ot he may have
reg'enerated his thoughts and ideas during the organizing
stage of the prewriting activities. Further, when writing
his first draft, wilriarn did not refer back to the
information recorded on the organize think sheet,
although during an informal interview following the csr!{
intervention willian stated that he found the think
sheets helpful because rthey helped you to pJ-an out what
you knew and what you learned.rr.

During editing, vüiIlian accepted the suggestions
made by his peers and revised his text accordingry.
During the later guided writing sessions, lrlirriam was
beginning to look at attributes when using the
compare/contrast text structure. However, VüiIliam usually
inctuded only l- or 2 detairs for each attribute. As a

result, editing suggestions usuaÌry reguested additionar_
details to support his statements.

summary- Based on the preceding analysis, wirliamrs
responses to the metacognitive interview indicated that
he has developed a good understanding of the writing
process. I{hire wilriam did not appear to value the plan
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and organize think sheets, he became more aware of
prewriting activities. continued peer conferencing may

assist I{i1liam in the development of editing and revising
strategies.

I{ilIiam seems to have deveroped a good understanding
of the expranation text structure and his expranatory
writing appears to be rnoving toward the independent
stage. rn contrast, lvi11iam requires additional guided
writing opportunities to use the compare/contrast. text
structure' consistent use of punctuation and
capitalization, improved penmanship, and direct
instruction in the use of homonyms and contractions,
would improve the readability of his work.

rn regards to the research hypotheses, !{illiarn r s

increased understanding of the writing process and of the
text structures supports the hypotheses. rt appears that
while further guidance is reguired., wilriarn benefits from
the intervention.

Case 2 - Matthew

The classroom teacher described Matthew as a

sensitive boy who was very inhibited about expressing his
point of view. Matthew has few cr-ose friends and
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minirnizes interaction both within the crassroom and on

the playground. According to the crassroom teacher,
Matthewts writing is werr seç[uenced and his thoughts are
presented c1early. Forlowing teacher-student writing
conferences, Matthew would not edit his work
independentry. The teacher belíeved that editing may not
be a priority for hirn. Matthewrs letter formation ï¡/as

poor and as a resurt his writing was difficult to read.
Metacognitive interview. Based on his responses to

the preintervention metacognitive interview, Matthew
demonstrated a moderate understanding in arl_ but three
areas of the writing process, and in all but one area
regarding the organization of writing. specifically,
Matthew displayed a r-ow rever of understanding regarding
the steps of the writing process, the procedures for
managing and presenting ideas, and. the use of text
structure to monitor and revise. rn contrast, his
response regarding revision v¡as rated as a high knowledge
response as Matthew r{ras aware that the author has controt
over the writing and is finished when his ideas are
exhausted. Litt1e change hras noted in the
postintervention interview as the rnajority of responses
to the postintervention interview continued to be rated
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within the medium knowredge range with specific gains
made in three areas:

1) procedures for managing and presenting ideas
Prior to csrl{' Matthew recognized the need to group
similar ideas together. However when asked to describe
procedures for handring ideas that d.onrt go together, he

responded that if ideas did not naturally fit into a

group then they should be altered to do so. However, the
postintervention responses indicated that Matthew had

developed an understanding that sinilar ideas could be
grouped into paragraphs and separate ideas hrere grouped
into different paragraphs.

2) Revising rn the second vignette, Matthev/ r^/as

asked to make suggestions to J-mprove a paper written by
the hypotheticar student, Michaer. prior to the
intervention, Matthew rooked at the paper at an idea
l-evel- arthough many of his suggestions r¡ìrere not
appropriate. However after the csrvr intervention, Matthew
hras abre to identify the confusi-on ptichaer was

experiencing regarding the correct use of the text
structure. Further Matthew made appropriate suggestions
as indicated by the following:

lverr r thought he was going to telI us how to make
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biscuits by using frour and stuff, but he didnrt.
He told you how making biscuits was different from
naking cakes. He didnrt terr you how to make them.

Líke in the second paragraph, he told you rnaking

biscuits and cakes are different. And then in the
third paragraph, when he has a problem he sees his
brother or mom. so he rearry hasnrt tord you how to
rnake them ff he puts rthere are many steps to
follor^¡ to make biscuits. Here are some of the
probrems or some of the things that are different,
something like that to telr you that he isn't going
to tell- you how to make biscuits (the recipe).
3) Translate ideas into text following a plan and

signal words prior to csrl4i intervention, Matthew was

abre to generate sentences about a concept. However he

ü/as not able to provide a crear, concise statement.
Postintervention responses indicated that Matthew had

developed a better understanding of this variabre. He was

able to clearly state the traits being considered, for
exampler rr r am comparing England and Francerr and rr am

going to compare what the weather is like in England and

Francerr. These statements are arso evidence that Matthew
had developed an increased ahrareness of audience.
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The postintervention interview revealed that Matthew

continued to have a row to moderate understanding
regarding the steps of the writing process. prior to
intervention, Matthew described the writing process as a
think and write modeI. Arthough, when prompted, Matthew

did refer to ordering as a prewriting activity. Following
the csrw, Matthew continued to refer to the writing
process as a think and write model, adding the need to
edit by ttlooking for mistakes like full stops and

capitalsrr before showing it to the teacher. clearly,
Matthew did not appreciate the complexity of the phases

involved in the writ,ing process.

fn addition, Matthe\,r¡ r s ability to monitor the
completeness or adeguacy of a composition continued to be

rated as a low level response. prior to intervention,
Matthew recognized the authorrs control over completion.
rr!'Ihen he cantt think of any more ideas, was shared as the
criteria to judge cornpretion. However, Matthew arso
relied on external criteria such as the teacher's
approval. rn contrast, during the postintervention
interview, Matthew reverted. partialry to the use of
external criteria as he stated:

Before he starts, he shourd set himserf a target,
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rike how far he wants to write and mark it on his
paper. But if he has more ideas 1eft (once he

reaches the nark) then he should write then down.

Then hers done extra.
Matthew appears to be deveroping an understanding that
the writer has control over the amount of information
he/she chooses to write even though he refers to the use
of an arbitrary mark on a piece of paper as criteria for
completion.

Comparison of the pre and postintervention
expranatory text. During the preintervention writing
task, Matthew appeared relaxed and confident. An analysis
of the following sample indicated Matthew had difficulty
controlling the explanation text structure:

Preintervention Explanation Sample

Making a mobile

Today we made a rnobile. lrle used a pice of
squre paper made into a frog a colour changer and

two spanish boxes. hre used three pices of doling
rod one bit rr¡as zg L/2 cm and two uther pics were
20 cm long. and we atached the three bit of doring
together with three Bits of strings one bit was
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28 a/z cm long and the other two bits were 7 cm

Long.

what r did. r put four oragami models and some

string. onto the oragami models and atached the
four models to the string on to the wood. IVhat

happend all the model balnce the same

The problems we had. Íte could not get the moders

balnce so Howard said put a bit. of patercenie in
the niddre of the model. so the string courd go one
hray.

(February, l_993 )

The titre and opening sentence indicated the structure of
the paper. However, Matthew did not use key words to
signar the reader. Further, although the steps v/ere
presented seguentialry, the composition racked sufficient
det,ail for the uninformed reader.

ïn contrast, the postintervention composition was an
example of increased adherence to the explanatíon
org'anization. The paper incr-uded ar_I 0f the
characteristics of the explanation text structure but
Matthew faired to convey arl the details necessary for a

reader that is unfamiliar with stick insects.
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postinteryention Explanation Samp1e

r am going to terl you how to rook aft,er stick
insect" first you need a tank or a large poL, some

food prevet or bramble what ever your stick
insect prefre.

Every week you have to boir some water and

spray the water into the tank. after the water has

cooled down to keep the stick insect at the same

temperature.

You have to change the 1eaves every week. Irühy

because aft,er a white the leaves rose the goodness.

Make sure there are no spiders on the leaves. the
stick insect are fun to l-ook after.

(June I L993)

The first sentence was a clear statement regarding the
purpose of the paper" Matthew used key words such as
¡rfirst¡! and listed the iterns reguired early in the paper.
The steps were presented seguentially and Matthew made an

attenpt to include some details and. supporting
statements, for example, rrl,Ihy because after a while the
l-eaves rose the goodness¡¡ $¡as an attempt to explain the
importance of changing the leaves on a regular basis. rn



order for the paper to convey

sufficient detail, additional
greater sense of audience hras

of a concluding statement.
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information clearly and in
details were reguired. A

also indicated by the use

compare/contrast text. Matthew was instructed to write
about z things he knew a great deal about such as two
peopre, two places or two things. He was directed to
discuss how the 2 things $¡ere the same and how they v¡ere

different. prior to writing, a smarl group discussion
centred around the students r interests. Irlhereas the
following sample is a creative piece of writing, the
comparison of the two topics was not appropriate to the
task:

Preintervention Cornpare/Contrast Sarnple

r like fishing and magic. Fishing and magÍc are the
same because in magic you make things apperear and

fishing you make fish appearear. There has been

anonly one time r havet cault a fish.but the
diffrense between fishing and magic is that you

count make fish dissapear but in magic you can. r
like fishing better than rnagic because magic aet a
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bit boring sometime and fishing s exsiting because
you do not no what going to happend next. But in
magic the people ho are wahcting donrt no want
going to happend next either.

(February, 1993)

The paper incruded some but not arr of the
characteristics of the compare/contrast text structure.
The opening statement mentioned the two things being
compared and contrasted, but the reader must infer the
purpose of the paper. Matthev/ | s descrl_ption lacked
sufficient detair to describe the cornparisons and
differences crearly to the reader. rn addition, key words
such as rrsamerr, tbut,, and rdif ferencer were used only
occasionally.

After the csrrv sessions, Matthewrs writing sample
displayed a greater understanding and contror over the
compare/cont,rast text structure.

Postintervent ion Compare/Contrast,

I am comparing and contrasting rnoths

Moths are knockturnl. Butterflies
day. Moths f1y at night.

SampIe

and buttflies.
fly dring the
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Butterflys f1y in a v¡ave 1Íne. Moths ffy

striaght. Moths and butterflys both have about the
same predetors birds. Moths and butteflys both have
the same Ìife cycIe.

The life cycle is they hacth out of there eggs
eat the leaves go throw 7 instars go in to a
cocoon- Hacht out into a butterfly or a moth Then
the fernale 1ays her egg and the cycle start again.

$Ihat is an instar? An instar is when the
catipirler cracks its skin and crawr_s out of its
skin. They are fun to 100k after vüe'I that what r
think anlrway.

(June, j,993)

A clear statement was made regarding the two things being
compared and contrasted. Matthew mentioned severar-
differences between the butterfly and rnoth, although the
paper lacked sufficient detair to describe the
differences clearly to the reader. Matthew made an
attempt to rerate a detailed description of the rife
cyc1e. However this was the only comparison Matthew made
between the butterfly and the moth. Matthew also used key
words such as tcomparing and contrasting,,, and lrsamer!.
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The information in both postintervention samples was

organized into paragraphs, and comprete sentences h¡ere

used with the correct punctuation and increased use of
capitalization. Greater audience ahrareness hras also
evident as Matthew inserted concruding sentences.

csr$I intervention. During the text anarysis phase of
the intervention, Matthew was abre to identify areas of
the sampre text that lacked clarity, and made appropriate
suggestions. Further, during a group writing session,
Matthew suppried clear, detaired sentences that incruded
suitable signal v¡ords.

At the guided writing stage, Matthew often spent
considerable tine thinking about a good introduction that
would interest his audience. when writing explanatory
text, Matthew reread the steps carefully to ensure
crarity for the reader. During the editing phase, Matthew
usually was concerned with the mechanics of the paper.
with direction, Matthev¡ participated readiry in the peer
editing session, often making suggestions to the other
group members and accepting their advice as weIl. During
a self-editing activity, Matthew stated the steps needed
improvement and his paper could be more interesting. He

planned for those changes and also added supporting
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details. A recurring therne during the editing stage was

the lack of supportÍng detair. After reading many of
Matthewrs statements, the automatic reader response was
rr!ühy"rt - During the guided writing sessions, Matthew
became more aware of the need to include supporting
details. There is evidence of an attenpt to include
additionar details in the postintervention writ,ing
activities analyzed earlier.

summary. Based on the previous analysis of Matthevrrs
responses to the metacognitive interview, few changes
h/ere noted in Matthewrs knowledge of the writing process
and the organization of writing. However there ï¡as a

discrepancy betr¡/een Matthewrs responses to some of the
metacognitive interview questions and Matthewrs
contributions during the text analysis phase of the
intervention, and his guided v¡riting experiences. vühiIe,
Matthew described the steps of the writing process as a
think and write procedure, his writing experiences
suggest Matthew has gained an ahrareness of the steps of
the writing process. During an informar interview,
Matthew stated that the think sheets were helpful because
they ttherped me to write down my ideas. . . and instead of
having to keep them in my head. . if r had them on a think
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sheet and went out to pray then r wourd have the bit of
paper so r wourd remember my ideasr. Matthew v¡as able to
plan, organize and write his first draft. However he
required assistance with editing at the idea level and
revising his work. Matthew ís aware of the need to add
supporting detairs when writing, however he stirl
requires guidance and encouragement.

Although very knowledgeable about his topics,
Matthew often courd not sustain his thinking. As a

result, the written work was not a true reflection of his
knowledge of the topic. Matthew usuarry wrote in complete
sentences and was beginning to organize his writing into
paragraphs. He automatically inserted capitals and
punctuation when writing. Matthev/ may benefit from direct
instruction in the use of homonyms. His pre and
postintervention writing samples contained severar errors
such as rrnort for rrkno!üt, rthearlr for rherer, and. rhlererl

for rrlrrheretr.

ïn regTards to the research hypotheses, the findings
do not support the hypothesis that initiarry, average
students will articulate a greater understanding of the
writing process, and demonstrate increased metacognitive
knowledge. Hohrever, the hypothesis regarding the
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improvement of expository writing in terms of text
structure was supported. Matthew was abre to adhere to
the organization of the compare/contrast and expranation
text structures. Matthew wourd benefit from additional
guided writing opportunities in order to practice the
strategies and achieve independence.

The Two trLearning Disabledrr Students

Case 3 - Howard

The classroom teacher described Howard, one of the
oldest boys in the cIass, as a very ínterrigent boy whose

learning difficulties r¡¡ere due to low serf-esteem and a

poor attitude. Although very talented mathematicarly,
Howard does not read accurately and onry scans for
meaning. According to the classroom teacher, Howard. finds
handwriting difficurt, tends to rush through a writ,ing
task and becomes very inpatient with hinself regarding
his performance.

Metacognitive interview. prior to the CSIW

interventi-on and based on his responses to the
metacognitive writing interview, Howard demonstrated a

moderate to high revel of understanding in arr but two

areas of the writing process, specifically, steps of the
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writing process and revising expository text, and in one

area regarding the organization of writing (the use of
text structure in monitoring and revising expository
text). Responses to the postintervention interview
indicated substantiar gains Ín five areas. Arr post
intervention interview responses vrere rated within the
medium to hiqh knowÌedge range. specific areas of gain
T¡¡efe:

r-) steps of the writing process prior to csrvr

intervention, Howardrs responses indicated that he

possessed only a minimar sense of what is involved in the
writing process. He felt the writing process consisted of
generating ideas and writing them down. Based on his
responses to the postintervention metacognitive
interview, his understanding of the comprexity of the
writing process has improved immensery, especiarly his
understanding of the prewriting stage. His final
description of the steps of the writing process hras rlook

at it, (book) and write notes...put them in order and

boxes around them....Iike group the id.eas, put them in
order and start writing...show it to your teacher...r.
vühiIe Howard stilr seems dependent upon the judgement of
an external critic, such as the teacher, probing revealed
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that he understands the need for authors to edit and
revise. He stated that the author needs to read his
writing to rrsee if he Ìikes it or wants to change itr.

2) Monitoring cornpleteness or adequacy - rnitiarry
Howard relíed totarry on the teacher for feedback
regarding the adequacy of his writing. During the
postintervention interview, Howardrs responses suggested
that he was beginning to take control over his writing.
He indicated that he wourd show his writing to the
crassroom teacher only when his ideas were exhausted. His
comment suggested that he was ahrare that the control for
directing and regulating the writing process was at the
authorrs disposar rather than that of the classroom
teacher.

3) Revising perhaps one of the greatest
metacogrnitive gains was in Howard I s ability and
confidence in revising writing. At first, Howard was abr_e

to recognize that in the second vignette a

compare/contrast example of Burger King and McDonalds the
author cited only one reason to explaj_n how the two
restaurants were aIike. However, he was abre to give only
minimal additional information about the two restaurants.
Throughout the csrvg intervention, however, Howard began
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to analyze information and the needs of readers, and was
able to suggest additional information to clarify the
writing- As a resurt, duri-ng the finar interview, Howard
was abre to suggest much more information regarding
McDonalds and Burger King, and recognized the need to
group this information in terms of similarities and
differences. For example, Howard statedr,,He says
McDonalds and Burger King are ali-ke but then he doesn't
say how they are alike, instead he talks about the
playground. He should talk about how they are the same

(before he starts tarking about how they are different) r,.

4) Ability to use text structure to revise and judge
adeguacy of text - During the initiar interview, Howard
felt the third vignette hras satísfactory and stated ,rr

think he has alr the information he could needr. During
the csrvt peer editing activities, Howard became more
concerned with the ideas presented rather than just the
writing conventions. Further, he was abre to make

appropriate suggestions to his peers. when presented with
the third vignette once again, Howard was able to use the
text structure to revise and judge the sampÌe. He

realized that the signal words were omitted and that the
composition did not actually explain how to make
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biscuits. fvhen asked if the child was ready to turn his
paper in, Howard replied:

No,...he te1ls you what to do but he doesnrt tetr_
you how to make them (he should teII you) cause
he said he was going to in the first sentence...
$IeII, if he I s going to telt you how to make

biscuits, he shourd do it here (student points to
the end of paragraph 2) and include the steps like
rfirstt, rsecond.r, rthirdr and. Inextr.
5) Procedures for managing and presenting ideas

lvhen doing research, Howard T¡ras avrare of the advantages
of using a rtmind maprr to g'enerate and organize ideas.
Throughout csr!ìI sessions, Howard appeared to enjoy
generating ideas, and improvements were noted in his
ability to organize his wríting by putting the
information into categories. He arso became aware of the
need to state his purpose for writíng clearly. There was
evidence of this in the finar interview when asked what
the very first sentence of a report comparing and
contrasting England and France shourd sây, Howard clearry
stated the purpose as rrr am comparing and contrasting
EngJ-and and Francer.
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text. The preintervention explanation writing sample was
written as a follow up to a class science activity.
Howard wrote the forrowing expranation of how to make a

mobile using the crassroom format. He was instructed to
write for a naive audience, and. encouraged to give a

clear, detailed explanation.

Preintervention Explanation Samp1e

making a mobile
Today ü¡e made a mobile vre used a

29.5cm long a tow peas 20 cm long
f tid tow peas of strj_nç, on both ends

peas of wood and tide the 20 cm peas

the string 1ike this -EJ-:L then we al_l- made l_

oragami shap each and h'e made them weigh all the
same waight and thid them aron the end of the smarl
peas of wood like this 

^fTl. 
lrie had problems

naking them bales because we where put plastercine
on the corner but r thought we shoud put it, in the
midll and I was right

(February, 1993)

peas of wood

of the 29.5cm

of v¡ood onto
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An analysis of the preintervention writing sample

revealed Howard included some, but not alr, of the
characteristics of the explanation text structure. The

purpose was stated ín the title and referred to in the
opening sentence and some key words, such as lrthen, r¡,¡ere

used to assist the reader. Howard presented the steps
seguentially, however a reader wourd probably have

difficulty making a mobiLe based on Howardrs directions
as the explanation lacked detail and clarity. Although
Howard was told not to be concerned with sperling, Howard

often asked for sperling assistance regarding
rrplastercinetr, rrthought,, r tmobile, and rattachedr. poor

use of punctuation, capitarization as werl as sperling
difficurties affected the readability of the sampre.

Forrowing the csrvü intervention, Howard was

encouraged to write an explanat,ion of how to care for
caterpillars to support a classroorn activity.

Postintervention Explanation Samp1e

if you want to lookafter caterler reed this
pes of riting, you wilt need sume caterpller, jar,
paint brush and sume revs. first you have to get a

caterpillar on a reaf And put it, in the jar make
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sher you do not kush it. you must do this ones a

day so the leaf will not get dehydrated and die. it
will take about 5 week from egg to buterflie.

(June, L993)

An anarysis of postintervention writing sample

indicated a definite improvement in the use of the
explanation text structure. Alr characteristics of the
text structure were evident. The purpose tnras crearly
stated in the opening sentence. The materials r¡/ere

listed, the steps hrere presented sequentially. Although
Howard still omitted some steps in caring for
caterpillars, he attempted to provide supporting details.
However Howard continued to use the key words associated
with the writing of explanatory text sparingly.

Comparison of pre and postintervention
compare/contrast text. Howard was encouraged to write a

paper comparing and contrasting two things he knew a

great dear about. All students were encouraged to terl
how the 2 things $/ere alike and how they were different.
Howard chose to write about slaIom and giant slalom:

Pre-Intervention Cornpare/Contrast Sample

Slarlrn and GS are the same because there are
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cl_osed and opon gats a closd gat is when one gate
is in the snohr and the uter gat is 6m fer down the
s10p a opon gat is when one gat is stuk in the snov/

and the uther gat is put in about 3m acros the srop
they are diffent because in the srarrm there are 65

to 70 gat but in a GS there 45 to 55 gat thay a

diffent because thay is about 20n inbtwin the gat
in the Gs but about 7Nr inbtwin the gat in the
slarlm in the GS you have 10ng skis then in slarrm

(February, l_993 )

An anarysis of the preintervention sample, indicated
Howard included some, but not ar1 of the characteristics
of the compare and contrast text structure. The opening
sentence referred to the two types of skiing but the
reader did not get a clear sense of the text structure
being used. Key words, such as [samel, Irdifferent,,, and
rrbutrr v¡ere used sparingly. Although very knowredgeabre
about his topic, Howard was unable to sustain thinking.
His writing racked sufficient detair for the uninformed
reader as he only briefly described how the 2 types of
skiing were alike and different.

Folrowi-ng the csrl^i intervention, Howard was asked to
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and butterflies are

selected to support

and moths.
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contrast paper describing how moths

alike and different. This topic was

the classroom theme of butterfli_es

Post-Intervention Compare/Contrast Sample

moths and butterflies a different because
moths are nocturnal- Moths are nocturnar- because
moths flie in strate 1ine. rf there fries in the
day theye wirl get eaten eserr because the birds
can ges v/are the moths is going. to. But a

buterflies flies üp, down, Left and Right so the
bird carnt ges hrere the butterflies is going to go.
the Life sit1l of a moths is. One. The egg are
fertised and ready to hatch any minuiet. two. Harf
of the egg a have hatched or are hatching this
stage they are very hungry and need fresh leves.
Three. The calpler is at least one week old and is
caling very qiuckle. The technigue is guite simple
the clpJ_er users it I s nect to go up and dowe the
edge of the leaf . four. The catir-pler goes though
about six instar a instar is when a carupler change
colour and size. five. rnside the christast the
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called puptoa.
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final change to a moths this is
The moths lays her eggs.

(June, L993)

Howard had more difficurty controlling the compare
and contrast text structure than explanatory writing.
once again the 2 things being compared v/ere onry referred
to in the first sentence. There was not a clear statement
regarding the purpose of the composition. tuhile he gave
a brief description of some of the differences between
moths and butterflies using key words such as
trdifference' and rbutr occasionally, the reader needed to
infer that the detailed description of the insects! rife
cycles was an example of a simitarity. This description
may be an exampre of the knowledge telling strategy
referred to by Bereiter and Scardamalia (l_9g6).

overarr, there appeared to be more of an attenpt to
write in complete sentences and use punctuation. For
example, when writing the paper, Howard paused, read his
work and commented that he had not used periods in his
writing to that point (the first seven rines). He

irnmediately reread his work and inserted peri_ods. Howard
often asked for the correct spellings while composing.

ir
six
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Hence words such as rcaterpillaril, rdehydratedr,, an¿
rrnocturnal' were spelled correctly at some points.
Further, Howard vras unsure as to the correct use of
homonyms such as lrreedrr for rrreadll, rronesil for iloncen,
ttpeas" for rtpiecerr. Arthough lack of capitarizatÍon, and
poor spelling still hindered readabir-ity, Howard appeared
to be taking more contror- over his writing and hras

interested in the readability aspect of the work.
csr$I intervention. During the initial sessions,

Howard was able to analyze text samples and make
appropriate suggestions regarding reader needs and
additions to improve the text. Further Howard was able to
identify the characteristics of both compare/contrast and
explanation text structures. During the initial guided
writing sessions, Howard winced whenever he was told he
would be invorved in a writing activity and initialry
often chose a very sirnple topic on which to base his
writing. However throughout the sessions, it was evident
that Howard became more comfortable and invor_ved with his
writing. During guided writing activities, Howard $/as
concerned with both sequencing the steps in his
explanatory writing and in the clarity of his
instructions. For instance, when writing an expranation
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about how to make a pop-up, Howard made severar- attempts,
organizing his paper to ensure the ctarity of the steps
to follow in rnaking a pop-up. when Howard used the think
sheet to plan and organize the steps to make a pop_up,
the drafting and changes made on the organize Think sheet
are an example of his awareness and effort to be clear
and provide detaired instructions for the reader. Arr-
chang'es to the text hrere rnade by Howard. A growing
awareness of audience vras evident when he asked the
examiner to try to fo110w his steps to ensure clarity.

organizing Think sheet for lrlriting an Expranation
ïnt'roduction: do you want to make popup, if so ried
this
Materials: thies are the materials you nead

card, pensll, siser and rooler
Firstr you have to fold your card in half
Next, secndr you dror a line from the fold middl of
the fold about haft whay hafstll acrsse the paper
card

Third, 3 cm from the rine in the middr down dror
from then to the end of the line in the middl_

Then, 5 cm from the line in the middl up
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Final1y, Next you have to cut the rine in the middl
from the fold and open it
Third, 3 cm down from the line in the niddr at the
ford drow a diagn line to the end of the rine in
the ¡nidd1

Then 5 cm up from the rine in the rniddr at the ford
drow a dign rine to the end of the line in the
niddl

Final1y, foÌd twors you on the lines and the uter
side to make a mout shap.

(March L6, L993)

Fina1 Draft
Do you want to make a popup if so reid this work.
These are the materials you wirl need a sheet of
card, pencl or pen, sissers and a ru1er.
First you have to fold your card in half
second you draw a rine from the middre of the ford
about half whay horizontally across the card
third you go 3 cm from the line in the rniddre at
the fold and draw a diagonar rine to the end pof
the line in the niddle.
Then you go up 5 cm from the rine in the middle at
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the ford and draw a diagonar line to the end of the
end of the line in the rniddle.
Next you have to cut the line in the niddle from
the fold and open it.
Finally fol-d towards you on the rines and on the
other side to make a mouth shape.

(March 25, l_993 )

At the guided writing level, Howard hras able to
provide a detaired, cohesive descrì-ption of the
similarities and differences between two sports - rugby
and skÍing. This sample is arso supports Howardrs abirity
to categorize the attributes and supporting detairs, âs
he independentry organized this information into separate
paragraphs.

rugby and skiing
I am comparing and contrasting skiing and rugby. I
think that skiing is better than rugby. they are a
like in training because they both need rots of
space. they also alike because people of all ages
can train. They are different because in skiing you
need a ski slope but Ín rugby you need a pitch.
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Rugby is a group sport but skiing is individual
sport the good thing with skiing is you can train
all year around. fn Rugby you can only train half
the year.

For safety skiing Ís probably safer then rugby
because skiing has a first aid kit or a ambulance
at every race. But in rugby it has only got bucket
of warter. In rugby and skíing they both were pads
for protection.

Rugby night cost 1ess but skíing is better you
can ski for an hour for f3.50 0r for two hour for
f4.50 including ski,bots and poles. you can have a

private lessen for two hour at t24.00 for a person,
f28.00 for two people, t3Z.OO for three people
f36.00 for four peopre . for a normal ressen it is
f6.00 for children and f8.oo for adults for a 1.5
hour lessen.

what do you think is better skiing or rugby?

(May 18, j_993 
)

He also recognized the need to capture the
interest in the opening sentence and the need of
concluding sentence to bring the cornposition to

reader I s

a strong

a close.
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summarv. rn conclusion, as shown in the forgoing

analyses, Howard devel0ped growing metacognitive
ahrareness and control .ver the writing process. He seems
to have very good ideas, however the mechanical aspects
of composing seem to inhibit the frow of his writing and
prevent hin from sustaining thought. Based on the
metacognitive i-nterview, it appeared Howard had a good
understanding of the writing process and how to organize
compositions. Howard appears to be at the guided writing
stage. Arthough he has not internar-ized ar_r_ of the
characterístics of the explanation and compare/contrast
text structures, at the guíded writing stage, Howard was
abre to generate, orgTanize and draft his ideas
incorporating signal words and statements regarding the
purpose of his writing. vühire very knowledgeabre, Howard
often i-ncluded a minimurn of information and detair.
Before moving to the independent writing stage with
confidence, he reguired further assistance organizing
inforrnation when writing compare/contrast compositions
and needs encouragement to i-nclude supporting details for
the reader in arr areas of writing. rn the future, Howard
may benefit from direct instruction in spelring, and the
correct use of homonyms.
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rn an informal interview at the end of the prog,ram,

Howard indicated that he felt he had ,,gotten better at
writing explanations by putting signal words inr. He felt
the think sheets 

'¡ere helpful and his writing, especiarly
explanatory writi-ng rrhas gotten alot betterrr. Therefore,
although the csrw program may not have been sustained
long enoug'h to develop independent competence in writing
using these text structures, an ahrareness of the
characteristics and increased serf-confidence resurted.

rn reg'ards to the research hypotheses, initially
Howardts awareness of the writing process and knowledge
of text structure in his compositions were rated as high
as one of the average students. Therefore the first
hypothesis was not supported. Further, in regards to the
second hypothesis, fol10wing the csrvr int,ervention
Howardrs expository writing improved only in terms of the
explanation text structure. The postintervention
compare/contrast composition vras rated .ower than the
preintervention sampre. Finally, the findings support the
hypothesis that the students wourd demonstrate a greater
understanding of the writing process and increased
metacognitive knowledge fotl0wing intervention.
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Case 4 - Tony

The classroom teacher has cited several undetected
ear infections at an early age as the possible cause of
Tonyrs early reading and spelring difficurties. rn
addition, gross and fine motor skilrs have been slow to
develop and Tony finds handwriting dernanding. Although
reading lever-s have irnproved, Tony continues to have
difficulty in school. According to the crassroom teacher,
Tony lacks confidence, and confidence-building has been
a focus both at home and at school. A psychol0gist has
been assessing Tony to support an educationar statement
that will provide additionar funding and educationar_
assisÈance for Tonyrs learning difficulties.

Throughout the
metacognitive interview, Tony appeared to be
uncomfortabre giving advice to the hypotheticar students
as he often responded that he did not know what they
should do. As a result the guestions v/ere rephrased to
ask Tony what he would do in the situations. prior to the
csrw sessions, Tonyrs responses to the metacognitive
interview indicated a low Ievel of understandi_ng in all
but three areas of the writing process and in three of
the five areas regarding the org,anization of writing. The
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responses to the postintervention interview indicated
gains nere made in arr areas of the writing process as
arl responses $¡ere rated within the medium to high
knowledge range. Hohrever, Tonyrs knowledge of the
organization of writing continued to be in the low to
rnediurn knowledge range with the exception of one area.
Promising gains were made regarding organi zíng strategies
as Tonyrs responses were rated as a high levet of
understanding. specific improvements were noted in the
foll-owing areas:

l_) Steps of the writing process and organizi_ng
strategies - prior to the intervention, Tony demonstrated
a mininal understanding of the steps of the writing
process and strategies he could use to organize his
writing. His response hras rrf think of a quick paragraph,
and once Irve done that paragraph f keep carrying onrr.
Hov¡ever after several guided writing experiences, Tony
demonstrated a greater understanding of the cornplexity of
the writing process' although Tony stilr considered the
editing process as examining the text for mechanical
features. Tony was able to share an organizationar_
strategy as he described the following:

First he could do, like a mind ilêp, or brainstorm.
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And then he puts his ideas in order or he can do i_t
in sections.... then he writes it out. Ànything he
has 1eft out, he can try to put in.... Edit, it.
check for fu'. stops, spelling and capital letters.
2) Monitoring the completeness or adeguacy of the

paper - rnitially, when asked how to judge when a paper
is finished, Tony cited fatigue as the controrring factor
when he stated r when f start to fee1, like... reaIly
shattered and my arm is really hurting and ...feels rike
Ít's going to drop off...r try to finish up as quick as
r canrr. Hohrever, the postinterview responses indicated
Tony appeared to have acguired a greater sense of the
authorts contror- over reguratÍng and directing writing as
the response was rr!.Ihen he canrt write anymore, cause heIs
used aII his ideasr.

3) use of text structure to monitor and revise text
- rn the second vignette, Tony was asked to judge whether
the hypothetical student, Ben, had compared and
contrasted McDonalds and Burger King. Although Tony was
able to provide two appropriate suggestions to complete
the paper' Tonyrs responses focused on the accuracy of
the information as well as extraneous criteria such as
rrrtrs only 4 J'/2 li-nes, you donft expect hin to do that
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much r donrt think you go outside to Burger King to
pick flowers on the playground.. r Engrert and Raphael
state that judging a paper on its factuar merits is
consistent with the immature composing strategies
described by Bereiter and scardamaria (1986). Therefore
Tony appeared to have a rinited understanding of the
organizational properties and reguirements of expository
text.

Hohrever, the postintervention response to the second
vignette indicated Tony was able to use his knowledge of
text structure to judge completeness. He was able to add
suitable information to the piece of wri-ting, although
the organization of the information v/as inadeguate, as
indicated by the following:

He has to do a1ot, more. Hers only compared and
contrasted one thing...he should put some hrays

Mcdonalds and Burger King are alike and
different...Like one does a Big Mac and one doesn't
. . . They both do burgers, McDonar_ds has more
dressing and Burger King has more ice in the coke.
They both have play areas.
4) Procedures for managing and presenting ideas

fmprovements hrere noted in this area, as Tonyrs responses
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recognized the importance of ordering ideas and to a
lesser extent, grouping ideas prior to writing. He also
vJas a$¡are that separate ideas reguire separate
paragraphs.

pre and postintervention Ínterview responses
indicated Tony continued to have dÍfficulty categorizing
ideas into sets of information and providing conceptual
labels for these groupted ideas. The interview questions
asked Tony to group ideas he had generated previously
about a wild animar, and then think of a r,,¡ord or a phrase
to identify the group. on both occasions, Tony was unabre
to label the ideas in a werl-def ined hray. Learni-ng
disabled students seem to possess a rimited knowredge of
the broad conceptual categories that might facilitate
generation and. categorization (Englert & Raphael, r-988).

text. Tony used the crassroom format described earlier to
structure the preintervention expÌanation composition.
During the writing activity, Tony appeared unsure of
hinseÌf, often grancing at the other studentrs writing.
After writing the first four r-ines, he reread his work
and reguested spelling assistance.
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preintervention Explanatj_on Sample

Makeing a Mobile
Today we made a mobile. what r did. r did a 20
length of dowling each side of a 30 rength held by
string the string 7 each side and then we had to
cout slist in the v¡ood so the string could go
throw.

what I used

r used Eo 20 length of dowlingr and one 30 length of
dowling and some oragami shapes and they all had to
way the same.

What I tried to do

r tried to make all the oragami shaps the same it
hras not easy because r had to stike bists of
palstercini evrey

$Ihat happened problerns

the prolems were waying them out. hears a diagrm.

(February, j-993 
)

Tonyrs preintervention writing r_acked overalr
organization as some details and characteristics of the
explanation text structure r¡rere onitted. He made use of
the classroom format to structure his writing, however
the various categrories v/ere seguenced incorrectry. The
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purpose was stated in the t,itre and the first sentence.
Hohrever, Tony risted some, not arr, of the materials
required and used rthenrr as a signal word. An uninformed
reader would have great difficulty following Tony,s
explanation as many steps and supporting details $/ere
onitted' Numerous run on sentences, poor use of
punctuation, spelring difficulties and word omissions
hampered the readability of the composition.

Followíng the Csflri sessions, Tony wrote an
explanatíon about how to care for caterpirlars to
document a classroom activity.

postintervention ExpIanatJ.on Sarnple

how to Cere for a caIliplIer
f arn going to tel1 you how to Look after cp. First
you need to put the egg in a clear plastit fil_lrn
cag I'Ihen the eggs start to have hatched you uses a
paint brush to move them around. Add brush levs
every day. A cleen gar with dropings cleened out.
and !{hen they get biger you need to make a biger
tub. Finally it v¡ould Lake 2 monthes befor they
make the crisles.

(June, L993)
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The postintervention writing sample dispì_ayed a greater
control over the explanation text structure and increased
org'anization. The purpose was crearry stated in the title
and introductory sentence, and. Tony used signal words
such as 'firstr! and. 'finarlyrr. However, there was a rack
of sensitivity to the needs of the audience. Àrthough the
information hras sequenced, the reader still needed to
infer the reguired materiars, and some of the steps and
supporting details were omitted. Tony attempted to write
in comprete sentences, and used punctuation and
capitalization to a greater extent.

compare/contrast text. Tonyrs interest in dinosaurs was
the stirnurus for the compare and contrast composition. As
stated earrier, the students hrere encouraged to describe
how two things were arike and how they $/ere different.

Preintervention Cornpare/Contrast Sarnple

Stegasaurus and Triceratops
Stegasaurus and Triceratops are bouth
but only one cills thats the Tri but it
meat is gust to difend its self
the Stegasaurus also defends and it, dus

plant eates

dus not eat

not cil1
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steg lives in forists and Tri rives in a cave

the steg has prats on its back and v¡e dont know

what ther for some think its defence and some think
its to herp the blood go round and Tri has horns on

his for head

(February, t-993 )

At the preintervention stage, Tony had difficulty
controrring the compare/contrast text structure and the
paper lacked overarr organization. Although the title
mentioned the two dinosaurs, the purpose of the
composition was not clearÌy stated. one signal word.,
rrbothrr was used. Àrthough Tony gave a bri_ef description
of some of the differences between the two dinosaurs,
only one similarity hras presented. Tony started each
sentence on a nev/ 1ine, and did not use punctuation or
capitalization to assist the reader.

rn contrast, the cornposition written after the csrw
sessions showed improved organization, as the folrowing
sample displayed some, but not aII, of the
characteristics of the compare/contrast text structure.

Postintervention Compare/Contrast Sample

f am comparing and contrasting moths and
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butterfries. Butterflies fly in the day and moths
fly at night. Moths are more camoufraged to trees
and butterflies are more camouflaged to plants.
butterflies fry alr over the place and moths fry
straight. But they are nocturnal and sparrohrs
arenrt butterfries arenrt as r¡err they fly all over
the place. when thet are a catepiller they go
through 7 instars- rnstars are when they crack
Their skin and they wriggle out of the skin and
that is an fnstar.

(June , j_993)

The purpose was clearly stated in the openj_ng
sentence and Tony used signal words such as rcomparing

and contrasting', lrboth, and ,butr. vrhire Tony attempted
to give a description of the differences between moths
and butterfries, the reader needed to infer that the
information about the instar was indicative of a
sinilarity between the two insects. Tony arso wrote in
complete sentences and used capitalization and
punctuation to a g,reater extent.

rn sunmary, an analysis of the postintervention
writing samples indicated increased contror over the text
structures. rn both cases, there was a greater degree of
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organizationr âs Tony provided a clearr-y stated purpose
and used signal words. Although Tony hras very
knowledgeabre about his topics, the reader needed to
infer as his writing was brief and did not contain ar_l
the infonnation that was available to him.

csrll intervention. During the text analysis
sessions, Tony !,ras abre to evaluate the sample text in
terms of clarity, interest and text structure
characteristics. He identified signal- words, topic
sentences and the importance of capturing the read.er,s
interest in the sample text and was able to incorporate
these areas into his writing as indicated in the
forthcornj-ng exampre of expranatory writing. However when
planning and organizing his own writing, Tony had rnore
difficulty. For example, he reguired a great deal 0f
assistance organizing the seguence of steps reguired t,o
make a pop-up. Further, when the explanation paper v/as
edited by his peers, Tony could not accept that his peers
had difficulty folrowing the sequence of the steps as he
felt the paper hras cÌear.

Sample of Explanatory lrlriting _

do you want to konw how

Guided T^Iriting phase

to Make a pop up? if
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you do then I will show you

Thees are the materials you need scissors and
a rectangle pice of card.

First, you fold the piece of card in Harf and
cut any shape you want.

Next, f used jagged lines but do not join the
cuts keep the 

'ittle 
slits separate open up then

push cuts away from fold

(March, j.993)

Tonyrs difficulty with organizing and categorizing
information was arso evident during the guided writing
phase using the compare and contrast text structure.
I{hile planning a paper about skiing and rugby, Tony
reguired assistance to generate the vari_ous attributes
and supporting detairs. The foÌlowing sampÌes of Tonyrs
organize Think sheet and hi-s first draft reveal- the draft
consisted of an arbitrary risting of the ideas from the
organize Think sheet rather than using the organization
of ideas as a point from which to base the writing. As a

resul-t the writing lacked cohesi-veness and supporting
details.

Compare/Contrast Organization Think Sheet
!ùhat is being cornpared?
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On what?

AIike? Different?

f

On l{hat?

Alike? Different?

AIike? Different?

rec 3.50 /hour

(May, L993)

Samp1e of First Draft
r think that rugby is better than skiing
ff you are going to take up a sport it should

be rugby. rt is a different sport than skiing and it

On !'Ihat?

cost
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is cheaper. and its more aggressive you can ar-most
play it anlrwhere. Í{ith skiing you have to play on a
hilly area. But they both need a very large area.
plus rugby is a group sport and skiing is an
individual sport. But rugby is a seasonal game.

Let me tell you about safety. fn rugby you do
not have to wear as much safety gear as you do in
skiing. Rugby is roughly fr_o and skiing is f28oo
for a competition. And rugby you have to wear a

uniform- r have played rugby for 2 months and it is
my kind of sport.

(June, L993)

summarv. Tonyrs participation and contributions
throughout the intervention appeared to have earned the
respect of the other group members. Tony $¡as viewed by
his peers as having good ideas. At tirnes Tony displayed
some leadership during discussions and group writing
activities- Forrowing an observation of a guided writing
session, the psychologist who had been working with Tony
stated she was pleasantly surprised at Tonyrs degree of
involvement and participation.

The preceding analysis of the writing samples and
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responses to the metacognitive interview suggest Tony has
developed an increased understanding of the conplexity
and organization of the writing process, and. an avrareness
of the characteristics of the expranatory and
compare/contrast text structures. Tony,s writing does not
reflect his scope of knowr-edge as his compositions tend
to be brief and include minirnal inforrnation. Tony
requires encouragement to share his knowledge with his
audience and incrude additionar details for the
uninformed reader. Further, 10ny reguires the strategies
to help hin organize his information. He tends to use
random detairs rather than using an org,ani_zational
structure on which to base his informatÍon. Therefore, in
order to internalize and incorporate the text structure
elements into his writing independentry, he reguires
continued assistance, especialry with the organi_zation of
ideas at the guided writing stage.

rn regards to the research hypotheses, the findings
reported earlier support all 0f the hypotheses.
specificalJ-y, the average students did demonstrate a
g:reater a'/areness of the writing process, and knowledge
of the text structure in their compositions than the
lower achieving student (Tony). As a resurt of the
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intervention, Tonyrs expository writing improved i-n terms
of text organization. Finally, folrowing the intervention
Tony did demonstrate a greater understanding of the
writing process and increased metacognitive knowledge.

The pre and postintervention performances provided
a basis of comparison between the two groups of students.

Metacognitive interview. overarr, arr the students
made gains in the metacognitive interviev¡ as shown in
Tabre 2 on the folrowing page. The greatest increase
appeared to be in studentsr understanding of the steps of
the writing process. Based on their responses to the
postintervention interview, ar-l of the boys, with the
exception of Matthew, devel0ped a greater awareness of
the steps of the writing process and in their abirity to
monitor completeness or adeguacy of a paper.



Tab1e 2

Pre and

Shown by

L4I

Postintervention Scores and Degree of Change as
the Metacognitive fnterview

Subj ect Pre- Post- Change

IVilliarn (A)

Matthew (A)

Howard (LD)

Tony (LD)

Steps

l_5

l_4.5

l_5

l_1.5

the Writing

20.5

1,7.5

20 .5

19

Process

+5.5

+3

+5.5

+7 .5

tn

IrIilliam (A)

Matthew (A)

Howard (tD)

Tony (LD)

i.0

9.5

l_0. 5

7

organization

t_0.5

l_ 1-

L3

L2

+.5

+2 .5

+2 .5

+5

steps in the lVriting process-maximum number of point s 24

Organization - maxirnum number of points l_5

rnitially arr of the students v¡ere rated as having a low
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level of knowledge in these areas because externar_

criteria vrere cited to assess adequacy or completion,
whereas after the csrlrr intervention, wil1iam, Hor^/ard., and

Tony focused on the writerrs internar resources and the
extent to which the writerrs resources had been

exhausted. onry Matthew continued to refer to externar or
irrelevant criteria.

Further, three of the students, with the exception
of lrlilliam, appeared to have increased their repertoire
for managing and presenting ideas. Forlowing the csrw
intervention, all of the students hrere abl_e to use a text
structure to monitor and revise a text. As indicated. in
Table 2, the rearning disabled students showed a greater
number of pre-post gains than the average students. rn
fact, Howard and Tonyrs postintervention response scores
regarding the organization of writing, vrere higher than
those attained by the average group. Although Tonyrs
preintervention responses rÀrere considerably rower than
the other students, a comparison between the pre and
postintervention responses revealed that Tony made the
greatest gains in metacognitive knowledge.



samÞles -

All students made gains in
perfonnance as indicated in Table

Table 3

Pre- and post-rntervention 
'griting sample scores

lti1lian
Matthew
Howard

Tony

L43

pre-

6/ L2

3.5/L2
7.5/1,2

2.5/1,2

post-

LO/L2

e/L2
e/L2
e/L2

explanatory writing
3.

pre-

6/ 1,5

8.s/rs
e/75
s/L5

post-

s .5/ rs
tl,/ 1,5

7 /r5
e/L5

Explanation : total possible points J.2

Compare/Contrast = total possible points 15

vüil'ian, Matthew and Tony demonstrated an increasing
av'areness of the characteristics of the explanation text
structure as improvements hrere noted in arr areas. ArI
preintervention writing samples reguired the reader to
draw several inferences. Folrowing csrw, ar-r the students
introduced their topic clearry in the opening sentence
and attempts r'¡ere made to engage the reader immediately.
The postintervention explanatory writing sarnples showed
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an increase in organization, signal words and an atternpt
to include additional details.

However, the analysis of the postintervention
compare/contrast samples revealed 10ny and Matthew made
gains in their ability to write using this text
structure. Both students clearly introduced their topics
and their papers showed evidence of i_ncreased
organization. However, Howard and Wi1liam,s
postintervention compare/contrast samples were rated
lower than preintervention samples.

Summarv

The results and anaÌyses suggest that csrvü did
successfully improve the studentsr metacognitive
knowledge and explanatory writing performance. prior to
csrw' alr students displayed difficulty generatingr
content, framing text and planning their writing.
Postintervention writing samples showed greater alt¡areness
of the orqanization of the text structures being
considered. Generally the writing v/as more cornplete and
Itreader friendlyr.

The cornpare/contrast text structure proved to be
more difficult. Although all 0f the postintervention
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papers read much better, only two of the papers were
rated higher after the intervention. rn most cases, the
writing stilr racked sufficient detair for the uninformed
reader. while the compare/contrast papers written duríng
the guided writing phase exhibited arr of the necessary
characteristics and organization, additional writing
experiences may be necessary for the students to
internalize the strategies and deverop the confidence to
achieve an independent writing 1evel.
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Chapter 5

Summarv and Conclusions

The purpose of this study t¡as to determine what
knowredge low-achieving and average Engrish junior schoor-
chirdren have about expository text structures and the
writing process, and. whether an intervention strategy
(csrvü) wourd increase the metacognitive knowledge of
these children. rt vras also of interest to determine
whether strategies for writing explanatory and
compare/contrast cornpositions which hrere emphasized in
the instructional intervention, wourd be effective as
evidenced by the guarity of the postintervention written
products.

Four studentsr 2 average and 2 low_achieving,
participated in a five month intervention pro'ram,
Cognitive Strategy fnstruction in Writing (CSIW),
designed by Englert and Raphael (r-989), to teach
cognitive strategies in writing using the explanation and
compare/contrast text structures. The intervention
consisted of four phases; text analysis, modelling of the
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text structure, guided writing and an independent writing
phase. csrl^I focused on the soci-al aspects of writing
incruding the importance of audience in pranning,
organizing and editing and the role of text structure.
Think sheets srere used to parallel the organizati_onal and
thinking of mature, competent writers.

pre and postintervention writing samples, and pre
and postintervention responses to a metacognitive
interview v¡ere rated by the investigator and an
independent rater trained by the investigator. These
findingsr ês welÌ as writing samples and student
participation documented during the intervention, were
used as the basis for the analysis.

The analysis of the preintervention metacognitíve
interview and writing samples supported past work by
Raphael and Englert (1990) - They found that the
expository writing of upper erementary school students,
learning disabled students and secondary students have a)
poor organizational ski11s; b) insensitivity to audience
needs; c) inabírity to sustain thinking about a topic; d)
failure to provide a purpose; e) inability to see
themselves as informants with inforrnation to share; and
f) poor use of conventions of print.
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The postintervention results suggest that alr of the
students showed an increase in their metacognitive
awareness reg'arding steps of the writing process and the
organization of writing. Àn important finding of this
study which was conmensurate with the findings of Raphael
and Engrert (1990) was the success of the intervention in
reducing the difference between row-achieving and average
studentsr knowledge about writing.

An improvement was noted in the students,
explanatory wrì-ting, and to a lesser extent, their use of
the compare/contrast text structure. Further, their
writing showed evidence of an increasing awareness of
audience and the use of text structure features. This
finding has supported previous research that found
experimental students produced significantly better
organized compositions than control students, and that
the writing of students in the treatment group refr_ected
an increased avrareness of their audience and use of text
struct'ure features (Englert et aI, J-991-) . The students
developed a growing awareness of the needs of the reader.
This devel0pment may be due to the text analysis and
group writing sessions that provided opportunities for
the students to take the readerrs perspective and



consider measures that would make the
interesting and rrread.er friendly,,.
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writing more

The csrw intervention did herp the students to
execute the strategies necessary for expository writing.
Although some of the students may not have been aware of
their vaIue, the think sheets hrere usefur in rnaking the
strategies of the writing process more visibre. students
who have not had a great deal of experience with extended
writing may not have been ar¡¡are of strategi_es to enhance
prewriting, organizing, drafting and editing. Not only
vras an increase in strategy use noted, but the studentsl
abiJ-ity to use the ranguage associated with the writing
process increased. Throughout the csrvt sessions, the
students began to incorporate the terminorogy, such as
signal words, into theír dial0gue. rn this way they hrere
better abre to communicate their understanding of the
process and also better able to Ídentify and cornmunicate
misunderstanding resulting from poorly written text.
Perhaps this increased mastery over the language hras one
of the factors reflected in the gains made in the
students metacognitive knowledge in that the students
were better eguipped to explain the writing process and
their understanding of the organization of writing.
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whereas all students demonstrated an increase in

metacoqnitive knowledge, one average and one learning
disabred student did not exhibit an increase in their
abiJ-ity to write compare/contrast compositions. Engrert,
Raphael and Anderson (Lgg2) suggest knowledge about the
processes and strategies may change before the student
can use the newly acquired knowledge on performance
tasks. Therefore an increase in metacognitive knowledge
may not be reflected irnrnediately in improvement in
writing performance.

This study also confirmed the students lacked the
ability to sustain thought. Their compositions did not
reflect their knowledge of the topi-cs. All 0f the
subjects rrrere able to tell far more about their topic
than was represented in their written text. This
inability to sustain thought may be due to rnotor
difficurty or the students' difficulty in accessing and
serectinq rerevant information about the topic. Bereiter
and scardamalia (Lg82) suggest that the ability to
sustain thought and language in the absence of a
communication partner is one of the critical di_mensions
that distinguishes composition from other ranguage arts.
rt is important that the writer see himself or herserf as
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an informant to others in order to be abr_e to anticipate
the questions a reader nay have, and. elaborate on the
topic. therefore the student must have the opportunity to
write for a variety of audiences. Englert et al (r-988)
suggest that if students write for just adults and
teachers, they learn to mention onry ideas and omit the
details because they assume that the adult audience
already have the knowledge and can infer the implied
information.

Linitations

rt is important to consider the limitations of this
study' Às the population of the study consisted of 4
students in a rocal county school i-n England, the
conclusíons drawn can refer only to this study.
Generalizability beyond these subjects should not be
made' rn addition, there $ras no control .ver the writing
experiences outside these csrld sessions which could have
produced a practice effect. Tape recording the interviews
may have inhibited the guantity or the guality of the
subjects t participation. The rnetacogrnitive guestionnaire
provided a rather narrohr superficial examination of the
studentsr knowledge and because the same metacognitive



intervievr was administered after the
may have been a practice effect.

Finalry, the csrlrl training period may have been too
short to arl0w for the students to internar_ize the
writing strategies. prior studies implernenting csrll
instruction conducted a ronger intervention period of
seven rnonths (Eng1ert, Raphael & Anderson , l,gg|) .

cornpositions written during the later guided writing
phase contained all the text structure elements as wer_l
as organization and increasing ará/areness of audience.
Additionar tine would have arlowed for further writing
opportunities so that the students could achieve a level
of expertise whereby they would be able independently to
activate and apply the strategì-es to compose well-forrned
pieces of writing.

The resurts of this investigation and other studies
examining the effectiveness of csrw and other writing
strategy programs, support the necessity to assist
students in the devel0pment of processes centrar to
effective writÍng. These results support Graham and
Harrisrs (r-988) suggestion to divide the composition
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intervention, there
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process into a series of relatively discrete stages and
teach appropriate task-specific and metacognitive
strategies in order to help students develop expricit
knowredge about the characteristics of good writing. rn
addition, crassroom teachers need to create situati_ons in
v¡hich children describe writing strategies, sirnirar to
those used in the metacognitive interview. rn this way,
children learn to analyze text and havq the opportunity
to use the language associ-ated with the writing process.

fn conclusion, the results of this study support
the findingrs of Raphael and Englert (r-990), although the
present study v/as shorter in duration. specifically,
Raphaer and Englert found as a resurt of the csrï^I
intervention, the expository writing contained an
irnproved introduction, effective use of organizational
strategies, text signals and key concepts in separate
paragraphs. Examination of the postintervention papers in
this study showed evidence of the these erements. Based
on the preceding findings, it appears that csïï^I may be an
effective program of strategy instructíon for ar_r-

students to assist them in the writing of expository
text.
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Future research needs to be conducted to evaruate
the effectiveness of csr!{ within the crassroom setting.
The present study used a withdrawar approach. Due to the
limited space at the research sit,e, the int,ervention
sessions were often interrupted and the students hrere
distracted by activity in the ha'ls and ribrary area.
This study suggested that the rtalkr of students about
writing Ied to greater knowredge about writing. Research
needs to be conducted in the classroom to more directly
assess the relationship between student talk, classroom
talk and writing performance. rn addition, teacher
dialogue and input regarding the guality of student talk
and writing performance can ar-so be investigated.
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Appendix A

The metacognitive interview was taken from Engr_ert et ar_

( l_e88 ) .

Vignette 1

Herers the first student. His name is John. He sent
al0ng a problern that he wants to ask you about. His
problern is this he has a hard time getting his paper
started. yesterday, his teacher told the class to ,vtri.te
about anything you want to write about., John said he
just sat there- He didnrt know what to say or how to
begin the paper.

l.Sources of Information/prewriting
Vühat advice can you give him?

I'hat else can John do to think of ideas for the
paper?

2.organizíng Ideas

Before he starts writing, can John do anything to
help organize his ideas?
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3.gteps in process

r talked to Johnrs teacher and she told me that
next week everyone in the class is going to pick a
different wird animar and write a report about that
animal. can you telI John the steps he can folÌov¡ j-n
writing the report ? (what can he do first? second?
third?)

4.Topic selection & fdea Generation
Now Ìetrs give John more specific advice. lvhat

animals can he write about? (List one or more animals and
have the student serect one.) rvhat kinds of information
can John include in his report about this animal? (Record
inforrnation on index cards. )

5.predicting a Strategy

Herers what you said John rnight tark about in his
paper. (Review briefly. ) r rm going to give these cards to
John when r see hirn. How do you think he rnight use these
cards? Anything else he can do with thern?

6.Ordering ldeas

Letrs put these ideas in order as though we were
writing a paper for John. I{hat can John put first in his
paper? vthy did you put that first? vthat, can John put
second? I{hy did you put that second? (Repeat for aII
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cards. )

7'Subordination: Fitting Neer Details in
Superordinate plan

(EXAMTNER HANDS STUDENT A CARD WITH A
THE EXAMINER HÀ,S WRITTEN, BUT I^fHfCH F,ïTS INTO

CÀTEGORTES ON CARDS ALREADY oN THE TABLE.)

Here is another detail. (Read a10ud.) rtrs not a
detail that yourve written, but itrs like what can happen
when John begins to do research for his paper. Irlriters
often think of new ideas after they have already started
planning how to write their paper. Let's pretend that
this is what has happened to John.

He not only has the ideas v¡e r ve gJ_ven to him _ he
finds a nehr idea after he starts to write his paper.
Letrs help him out by showing how he can fÍt the neh¡
detail to the plan we already have. First, where would we
put this detair? r{hy did you put it there? so what wour_d
you te]l John to do when he finds or thinks of a detail
after he starts to write his paper?

S.Grouping rdeas (chunking into Superordinate
category)

Look how yourve ord.ered the cards. Do you see any
i-deas that go together in a group? put the cards that you

DETÀTL THAT

ONE OF THE
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think belong together in a srnall stack. If we hrere to put
a blank card on top that has a word or a phrase that
tells John what alr these ideas are about (what these
ideas have in common) what would we write on it for John?
(Record the information on the card. Repeat, for each
stack. )

9.llanaging Related fdeas in Text
fn a paper, what can John do with ideas 1ike

these that go together? (point to a single stack of
cards - ) Irrhat about the i-deas that don r t go together?
(Point to two different stacks of cards. ) fn a paper,
r"¡hat can John do with the ideas like these that don,t
exactly go together?

l0.Finishing: Using a PIan to Self-Eva1uate
CompJ.eteness

How will John know when his paper is finished?
(Leave set of ideas out in front of student.) lrlhat can
John do when he is finished writing his ideas ?

l'l.Knowledge of Ne¡y Strategies and Text Form
Do you think John rnight try putting his ideas on a

card like hre did? vùhy donrt you te'' hin in your ov/n
words how he rnight use cards like we did to v¡rite a
report? (Ask ho{what /wlnere/wlnV guestions. )
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12.K¡owledge of Audience/purpose

Look back over you cards. I{ou1d he use the exact
same information in his paper if his teacher asked hin to
write a paper to convince his parents to let him keep
this animal as a pet? what would he incr-ude? !,rhy would
that information convince your parents ? what infornation
wouldntt he include?

Vignette 2

This is the second student. His name is Ben. His
teacher asked hirn to wri-te a paper in which he compared
and contrasted two places like two restaurants, two
vilrages, two schoors or two countries. He was supposed
to teIl how the two praces were alike and how they hrere
different. He started to write his paper, but he wasnrt
sure he was doing the it right . Letrs read what he has
written.

Some trays McDonalds and Burger King is
King bas a playground ít is fun. they go

flowers.

alike. Burger

out and pick
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l.Use of Text Structure in Monitoring Text
Ben was supposed to teII how two places are alike

and how they are different. Look back at his paper. rs he
doing the assignment right?

2.Use of Text Structure to Check FÍnishing
rs his paper finished? How do you know? I{hat can he

do now?

3.Monitoring and Fixing Up Stories
Let's help Ben by editing the part he has written.

rr11 read the story al0ud while you for-Ìow a10ng. vühen
Ì'¡erre finished, srêr11 see if anything needs changing. rs
there anything that needs to be changed? (why?) Letrs fix
those things that you think need to be changed. I{hat
should s¡e change first? How should we change it?
(Exaniner makes changes and reads back the changes to the
student. )

4.Ret,rospective structuring and continuing Ûrriting
Ben thought that it might help hirn if you would show

him how to finish his paper. r talked to Benrs teacher
and she said it would be okay if you would help Ben by
finishing his paper. rrrr repeat the assignment again so
you know what the paper is supposed to be about. Benrs
teacher asked hin to compare and contrast two places. rn
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other words, this paper is supposed to terl how two
places are alike and how they are different. To help hím,
write the next part for hin. you can write it yourself,
or dictate the next part to rê, and rr11 write it for
you.

5.processes in Report Writing
I'Ihen r asked Ben r s teacher what else you could do to

help Ben improve his writing, she told me that Ben rearly
needed help writing reports. she said next month each
student has to write a report about two countries. rn the
paper' the students are to compare and contrast two
countries they are supposed to telr how they are al_ike
and different- she said that Ben had been to France with
his farnily quite often. rt might be a good idea for Ben
to write a report about how England and France are ali_ke
and different. Ï'Ihat steps can he fo110w to write a report
comparing/contrasting England and France?

6.Sources of fnformation
$there can he get information for his report?
7'procedural: Gathering rnformation from üurtipJ.e

Sources

The teacher gave me two books Ben can use next week
when he begins to write his report. one of these books i_s
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about England; the other terls about France. But neither
book tarks about both England and France in the same
pIace. The inforrnation we need to write the report is in
two different places. lrrhat can we teIl Ben to do since
the information he needs canrt be found in one prace? can
he copy the articles? (why/ why not?) once he gets the
ideas from the two books, how does he combine them to
write the paper?

8.Idea/Topic Generation

can you suggest some things Ben rnight tark about in
his paper? (Examiner writes d.own the students,
suggestions. )

9.Use of Topics to cather fnformation
you have some good ideas about what Ben can include

in his paper- Now, hov¡ will Ben go about finding the
specific facts that fit the ideas you have suggested? How
can he use these books and the i-deas you have just given
hin?

10'Tra'slating rdeas into conposition and Signalling
Look back at the ideas $¡erve listed. ïn this paper

Ben is supposed to tell how Engrand and France are arike
and different. what should the very first sentence of his
report say? Here you said he might tatk about
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hisWhat night
this idea?

Vignette 3

l.euestions During rÍriting
This is another student. His name is Michaer-.

Michael turned his paper in and said he was done, but he
didnrt know for sure. sometimes writers r_ike Michaer have
questions about things when they are writing. Having
questions means you have to stop and think about the
ansh¡ers to the guestions. rt can happen at any time. rt
can happen before, during, and after someone starts
writing. And there are many types of questions writers
can ask. Do you ever have questions when you are writing?
what kinds of guestions do you have when you write? Ìrlelr,
Michaelrs guestion for you today is whether he is done or
not. He wants you to read what he has written so far and
see if we can give hirn any advice.

Tbair are meny steps you nust forl0n to mak biscuts.
you mak then outside iloe liks biscuts.

Makeing biscuts is diffrent in many Ìfays from
makeing cakes. f lik chocolate cake best. Do you?

IÍhen f mak biscuts, I sometimes have a problem. f go
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big brother. Then every thing is ok.
our cake before dinner.

2.Monitoring

Do you think Michael is ready to turn his paper
in? How do you know?

3.Revising stories
To help Michael r vrê are g,oing to check his story

for him' rrm going to read the paper one paragraph at a
tine' As r read each part, see if there is anything
Michael should change. rs this part ok? (rf not), what is
wrong? I'that should be changed ? (Make corrections to
story' Read back story after correcti-ng all the
paragraphs to see if further changes are necessary. )

and ask my

IÍe eat
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Appendix B

I

This analyzes was taken from Englert et al_ (l_9BB) .
Ã,. Knowledge of the Writing process

j_. Steps of the writing process
rrrlhat are the steps he should fo110w in writing

his report?r
il!'lhat steps can he foIlow in writing his paper

about 2 countries?!t

2. Sources of information
rHow can he get ideas for his paper?r,
illrlhere can he get information for his report

about England and France?rl

3' obtaining and integrating ideas from rnultiple
sources

rr'ere r s one book about England and another book
about France- Ben is supposed to write one report telling
how England and France are ar-ike and different. Irlhat can
we telI Ben to do since the information he needs canrt be
found in one place?r¡

4' Recognition of the value of modeled writing
strategies

rrHow do you think John might use these cards
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(with your ideas¡ ?',

rrl9hy donrt you tel1 John in your own

he might use the cards like we did to write a
rgthen do you think he can put his

cards 1ike this? Iùhen wouldn I t he put his

words how

report?rl

ideas on

ideas on
cards?rl

5. procedures for managing and presentj_ng sets of
expository ideas in a paper

rrfn a paper, what can John do with the ideas
rike these (set of ideas that student put in a same
group) that go together?rl

vühat can he do with ideas 
'Íke 

these (two sets
of ideas Ín different groups) that donrt quite go
togethe¡7tt

6' Monitoring the completeness or adeguacy of the
paper

ilHov, will John know when his paper is
finished?"

rfs Michaelrs paper finished? How do you know?rl
7 . Revising expository composition

'Letrs help Michael by editing the part he has
written. you be Michaerrs editor and retrs fix those
things you think should be changed. rl
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8. strategies for deciding what information to
include for different audiences

ilLook back over your ideas. IVoul-d he use
exact information in his paper if his teacher asked
to write a paper to convince his parents to let him
this (name of animal) as a pet?r¡

the

hirn

keep

B. Organization

l-. suggest strategies for organizing planned ideas
rHo!ü can John organize his ideas before

starting to write?rl

2. Used categories as a basis for generating,
organizing, and 1abelling ideas

rlrlhat kinds of information shourd John incrude
in his report about hÍs anirnal?r!

ilLook back at your j_deas (for Lhe animal_
report). Do you see any ideas that go together that we
can put in a group? rf v¡e put a card in front of this
group that would telr John what aIr these ideas have in
conmon, what would we write on the card?r,

rwhat kinds of inforrnation can Ben include when
he writes a report about England and France that terrs
how they are alike and different?rl
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3. Order and subordinate ideas

rletrs put down the ideas you suggested to John
for his animal report. Ifhat should you put first in his
paper? I'rhy would you put that f irst? 

',rhat 
should go

second? I{hy would you put that second., etc?rl

'Here|s another detail John rnight include in
his report about animals. This is what might happen to
John if he thinks of new ideas after he starts planning
his report- lvhere would you put this detail? ïrlhy would
you put that detail there? so, what advice wour_d you give
John if he thinks of other detairs or ideas once he
starts writing his paperJrr

4. Translate ideas into text following a text
structure plan and signal words

rWhat should the very
paper say that tells how England
dif ferent?'f

llHere you said he should talk about (topic
suggested by the student). lthat shourd his first sentence
say when he introduces this idea?

5' use text structure in monitoring and revising
incornplete texts

first sentence in Benrs

and France are alike and

rrrn this paper, Ben is supposed to terl how
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McDonaldrs and Burger King are arike and different. Here
is what he has written so far. Do you think he is doing
the assignment right? Hov¡ do you know?

rrrs his paper finished? why do you think that?,!
rrletrs fix his paper for hin. Letrs fix the

part he has written, and finish the paper for him by
writing the next part of his paper.,,
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Àppendix C

The responses from the intervier^r hrere divided i-nto
2 categrories knowledge of the writing process and
organization. The categories and variables within each
category are taken from work by Englert et a1 (r_988). The
students responses hrere analyzed and placed on a
continuum ranging from high-knowledge to 

'0w-knowledgeresponses and scored accordj-ngIy. High_knowledge
responses are defined as those that accurately described
or explained the component of the writing process
targeted by the question (3 points). Medium-knowledge
responses revealed some knowledge but missed out the
critical components e points), and a low_knowledge
response revealed a lack of understanding of the
component targeted by the guestion (r. point). A total 0f
24 $¡as the maximum number of points attainabre for
knowledge of the writing process and 15 points was
maximum for knowledge regarding text organization.
criteria for each variabre exarnined within the z
categories are as follows:
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1. Steps of the Writing process

High-knowledge response (3) student provides a
detailed description of the writing process. Mentions or
refers to planning, organizing, drafting,editing and
revisj_on as an ongoing process.

Mediun-knowledge response (2) student refers to some
aspect of the writing process, such as drafting and
monitoring but misses atl 0f the steps of the process.

Low-knowledge response (1) student refers to the act
of writing as getting ideas and writing thern down. A
minimar sense of the process. May focus on the mechanicar
aspect of writing.

2. Sources of fnforrnation

High-knowledge response (3) Student
there are a variety of ways of generating
can generate ideas from within as well as
sources such as books, peers, adults, etc.

Medium-knowledge response (2) May refer to one hray
of generating ideas but lacks a strategy to fully access
a variety of information sources.

Low-knowledge response (1) unabre to access sources

realizes that
ideas they

use external
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information and ideas.
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relies on others to supply

3' obtaining and rntegrating ideas from Multiple sources
High-knowledge response (3) Demonstrates a sense

that simirar attributes or categories of information must
be reported for both countries and the ideas must be
ordered by attribute.

Medium-knowledge response (2) Demonstrates a sense
that sinirar attributes or categories must be reported
for both countries but no sense of ordering the ideas by
attribute, or synthesis of information.

Low-knowledge response (1) The information from the
multipre sources is not integrated, no evidence of
synthesis or integration once the information has been
gathered.

4' Recognition of the value of Modelled strategies
High-knowledge response (3) Displays an

understanding of the strategic value of using cards such
as when gathering information from many sources, keepi_ng
track of ideas, etc.

Mediun-knowledge response (2) uses cards more as a
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mnemonic device for remernbering, or for using r- source of
information and taking notesr or only for ordering (in
contrast to grouping) ideas (emphasis on ordering rather
than grouping).

Low-knowredge response (1) rndicates the cards or
card-rike material (eg. paper) would be used but way in
which the process is described indicates there is not any
understanding of the strategies underlying the card use
(neither memory or orgfanization) .

5 ' Procedures for Managing and presenti-ng set,s of
Expository ideas in a paper

High-knowledge response (3) rndicates an awareness
that related ideas in a singi-e group should in a
paragraph and different sets of ideas should be put into
different paragraphs.

Mediun-knowledge response

sets of ideas should be ordered
of related ideas; no indication
be in paragraphs.

Low-knowledge response (1) No sense of managing
information, just a listing of the ideas as they occur
without consideration of the rerationship of the ideas.

(2) fndicates the entire
without forming subgroups

that related ideas should
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No sense of paragraph structure.

6 ' Monitoring the cornpleteness or .A,dequacy of the paper
High-knowledge response (3) used the ideas

generated, had an opportunity to monitor and revise the
paper' Discusses the idea of internal as opposed to using
externaÌ criteria to determine completeness.

Medium-knowledge response (2) Discusses both
internal and externar criteria for judging compreteness,
may var-ue external criteria over internar_ criteria.

Low-knowledge response (1-) uses external criteria to
judge compr-etion such as the teacher said so, or
mechanical features such as finishing the paper and no
more room, drawing a picture and colouring it, putting in
a final period.

7 . Revising Expository composition
High-knowledge response (3) Awareness of the

examine the relationship of the ideas presented
text structure, emphasis at the idea level rather
the word 1evel.

Mediun-knowledge response (2) Ernphasis
mechanics, punctuation, spelling rather than at

on

the

need to

to the

than at

the

idea
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or text structure Ìevel.
Low-knowr-edge response (1) No sense or ar¡/areness of

the irnportance or need to revise -

8. strategies to Decide what rnformation to rncÌude for
Different Audiences

High-knowledge response (3) Displays knowledge that
the author must consider the audience and incorporate
information that is suitable to the authors purpose and
audience.

Medium-knowledge response (2) some av/areness of the
strategies but inconsistent in use.

Low-knowledge response (1) Enphasis on detairs one
should incr-ude without an av/areness that the author
should be selective based on the audience and the purpose
of the paper.

Organization

l-' suggest strategies for organizing pranned rdeas
High-knowledge response (3) conveys sense that whoLe

chunks of information can be organized at the idea level
prior to writing and state sinple strategies for ordering
and organizíng ideas such as rrthink it through. Decide
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first,second.r thirdn.
Medium-knowledge response (2) rdeas are organized

prior to writing but, does not have a sense of ordering
the ideas.

Low-knowledge response (t_) Rather than
information at an idea level_, is more
generating and organizing at a word 1eve1
on external information such as the
environment and also mechanics.

concentrating

interested in
and a reliance

teacher or

2' Used categories as a Basis for Generating, organizing
and Labelling fdeas

High-knowredge response (3) rndicates a crear sense
of attrÍbutes within categories.

Mediurn-knowledge response (2) rndicates awareness of
attributes but at a detair- rever rather than within
categories.

Low-knowredge response (1) provides random detairs.
ïn the 2nd vignette, indicates information for onry r-

country, response on the country at a detair leve'r or
provides random details for either country but not any
awareness of paralleJ_ attributes.
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3. Order and Subordinate fdeas

Hígh-knowledge response (3) Displays a strategy and
demonstrates knowledge that ideas are ordered and
grouped. Main ideas are supported by details.

Medium-knowledge response (2) sone sense of ordering
and grouping ideas to support one another.

Low-knowledge response (1) fdeas are randomly
ordered without thought. Main ideas are not necessariry
supported by detairs. points are added randomly without
consideration to grouping or order.

4' Translate rdeas into Text Forrowing a Text structure
Plan and Signal $iords

High-knowledge response (3) Able to
sentences that introduced the traits of the
being considered with appropriate signal words.

Medium-knowledge response (z) Abre to generate
sentences about only one concept, difficulty generating
information about more than one concept or trait and
signal words.

Low-knowledge

sentences following
signal words.

generate

concepts

response (1) Unab1e to generate
a plan and using the appropriate
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5. use Text structure in Revising and Monitoring Text

High knowledge response (3) Able to recognize the
writer had failed to provide comparisons or contrasts.
Possibly suggest an organizational strategy for c/c. Able
to use knowledge of a text structure to judge
compreteness. vühen asked to add information were abre to
add information that $/as germane to the pi_ece.

Mediurn-knowledge response (2) some knowledge that
the writer did not provide comparisons and contrasts. May
be able to add information that is suitable with
assistance- unable to use the knowledge of the text
structure to judge completeness.

Low-knowledge response (1) Focus on the accuracy of
facts rather than using a text structure to judge the
guarity of information. use externar criteria to judge
compJ-eteness ' For example, length of paper, factuar_
accuracy rather than internal meaning constraints. [rlhen
asked to add inforrnation to the piece, revisions tend to
meander and lose focus of the purpose of the paper.
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Appendix D

Analysis is based on 4 areas. Each area rated from
0 to 3 points for a totar of L2 points. This analysis was
taken from Englert et al (j.991_).

l-. Introduction of the topic to be explained
(3) crear statement made regarding the purpose or

the structure of the paper.

(2) Topic and/or purpose of the paper not clearly
stated, needs to be inferred by the reader.

(1) Topic and/or purpose of the paper is not stated,
although can be inferred by the reader.

(0) No reference to the purpose or topic of the
paper.

2. ProvÍsion for a comprehensive sequence

(3) Steps presented clearly and

Incl_udes sufficient details for the naive
(2) Steps presented seguentially, but

details for the naive reader.
(1) May include some steps however

omitted and reader needs to infer.

of steps

seguentially.

reader.

missing some

many details

(O) Lack of overall detail and a failure to provide
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a step by step explanation.

3. fnclusion of key words

(3) Key words used systematically and accuratery to
convey the seguence.

(2) Key words used accurately but only occasionally
and/ or inconsistently.

(1) presence of key words but used inaccurately.
(0) No key words hrere present.

4. Adherence to explanation organization
(3) rncludes arr characteristics of explanation text

structure and conveys infonnation accurately to the naive
reader.

(2) May include characteristics of the explanation
text structure but fails to convey the details necessary
for the naive reader.

(1) Difficurty controlling the text structure, some
characteristics omitted, specific detairs omitted.

(0) Lack of overall organization and detail.
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Appendix E

Analysis is based on 5 areas. Each area rated from
0 to 3 points for a total 0f 15 points. This analysis was
taken from Englert et aI (l_99L).

1' rdentification of the two things being compared and
contrasted

(3) clear statement regarding the two things being
compared and contrasted.

(2) The 2 things being compared and contrasted are
not clearly stated, reader must infer the purpose.

(1) The two things being compared and contrasted are
mentioned but the reader does not get a clear sense of
the text structure being used.

(0) No opening staternent introducing the 2 items
being compared and contrasted.

2. Description of
(3) A clear

alike. Includes
parallel traits.

how the 2 things are alike
description of how the Z things are
suf f icient informati_on about a few

(2) rhe description lacks sufficient detail to
describe the comparisons and includes only one or two
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(1) Does not describe how the 2 things are alike in

any detail, even on one trait.
(o) No attempt to compare 2 things, discussion

centres around only 1 thing.

3. Description of
(3) A clear

different.

how the 2 things are different
description of how the 2 things are

(2) The description lacks sufficient detail to
describe the differences clearly to the reader.

(1) Does not describe how the 2 things are different
in any detair, mentions onry r- difference.

(0) No atternpt to contrast 2 thingsr 
'ro differences

mentioned.

4. Use of key words

(3) Key words are used systematically and accurateJ_y
to convey the similarities and differences.

(2) Key words are used accurately but only
occasionally and,/or inconsistently.

(1) presence of key words but used inaccurately.
(o) No key words present.
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5' Àdherence to the cornpare/contrast organization
(3) rncludes all the characteristics of the

compare/contrast text structure and conveys i_nformation
accurately to the reader, includes an opening statement,
similarities, differences and concrusions.

(2) May include some characteristics of the
compare/contrast text structure but fails to include all
of the characteristics.

(1) Difficulty controrling the text structure, some
characteristics and details omitted.

(0) Lack of overall organization.
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Appendix F

Alt of the think sheets were taken from Englert et ar_

( ]_eet_) .

Figure 1

plan Think Sheet

Topic

lrlHO: htho am f writing this f or?

WHY ? lvhy am r writing this?

VIHAT ? lrlhat do f know ? (Brainstorm)
1_.

2.

3.

4.

5.

HOI^I ? How can f group rny ideas?
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Figure 2

lûhat is being explained ?

Materials/things you need

Setting ?

Vùhat are the

First
steps ?

Next,

Third,

Then,

Last,
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Figure 3

lVhat is being compared/contrasted ?

On what ?

A1ike ? Different ?

On what ?

Alike ? Different ?

On what ?

Alike ? Different ?


